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Editor's Letter
your wonderful faces!
Check our facebook for the event page which has all
the info, or email us at uniqvictoria@gmail.com if you don’t
do facebook but still want to come along—we’ll email you
everything you need to know.
I am exceptionally privileged to have a loving and
supportive family, to be cis, Pākehā, able-bodied, and
solidly upper-middle class. When I came out to my
mum, her immediate reaction was to try and relate to
my experience. When I came out to my brother and
sister, they were so happy for me. When I came out for
my dad, all he wanted to know was when he got to meet
my girlfriend. I have a stable, loving, and supportive
relationship with my stunningly beautiful partner. I am the
luckiest girl in the world. I am the queer 1%.
Others are not so lucky. And maybe that’s the
something else I feel like writing about. So often, when
talking about queer stories and experiences, we privilege
and promote people who look like me and who have my
experiences. We do this to the detriment of all the other
queer folk who do not have this experience. The trans folk,
the people of colour, the lower class or disabled queers.
We’ve tried in this magazine to centre the voices of those
who are gender non-conforming, who are not white, who
are less privileged or able—to use the privilege we have
to give a voice to those who are often held silent. Their
stories, perspectives, and opinions are equally valid and
deserve to be heard, and society would do well to listen.
So have a read, have a think, have a conversation.
Hopefully you’ll put down this magazine having been
exposed to an idea you hadn’t encountered before—and if
we’ve done our jobs well, you might even enjoy it.

I am Alex. I am queer.
Emma and Jayne said I could use this space to write about
my own experience, or about what’s in the magazine this
week, or anything else I felt like writing. So maybe I’ll do
all three?
The magazine this week, as you may have noticed,
is the Queer issue. We’ve cleverly titled it Queerlient—
geddit?!—and it’s chock full of cool queer content by cool
queer writers. We’ve got articles on the history of Pride,
gender nihilism and moving beyond the binary, bisexuality
and erasure, write ups about No Pride in Prisons (an
activist group fighting for the rights of trans prisoners in
NZ), a look at the legal status of queer relationships in a
post-marriage equality Aotearoa, Pasifika perspectives
on queer identities, as well as some thoughts on the
intersection of queer and disability, and queerness in
sports. We’ve also flooded the reviews section with queer
books, performing arts, theatre, games, TV, and more.
We’ve worked really hard to pull this all together, so we
hope you enjoy it!
I also want to take this opportunity to plug our Pride
Week, which is happening right now! We have events
every day this week—board games on Monday night,
a screening of intersex documentary Intersexion and
discussion with the film maker and prominent NZ
intersex activist Mani Mitchell on Tuesday, a queer tea
party on Wednesday, a kickass quiz on Thursday, a queer
safe sex and consent workshop, and a super special
secret event (seriously, we aren’t allowed to advertise it
in print) on Friday, and a smashing 80s party at Ivy on
Saturday. We want to see an amazing turnout for all our
events—we’ve put a ton of effort into making all the
events really excellent, and it would be great to see all

He waka eke noa. E iti noa ana, nā te aroha.
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‘Séance’ with the spirit of
Fred Phelps, former head of
Westboro Baptist Church

Going
Up
•

Pride Week

•

Black Lives Matter

•

Pokemon Go

•

VUWSA speed dating!
(88 people participated)

•

Hilary Barry and Jack
Tame on Breakfast

Going
Down

What’s the best part of your job?
The warm inner glow of self-righteousness.
What’s the worst part of your job?
The much warmer searing glow of Satan’s home that now
permeates every atom of my being and every moment of
my tortured existence, from now until eternity.
Did being a member of a homophobic death
cult made life harder for you in any way?
Honestly I’d heard a lot of good things about Orange Is The
New Black, but I found I just really had trouble getting into it
you know? Oh well, each to their own huh? Well, with some
restrictions obviously.
Sam Smith or Azealia Banks?
Macklemore.
Do you have any advice for aspiring homophobes?
Bigotry is a lot like a good scam, if you want to do it successfully
prey on the old and easily fooled and, above all else, have a tight
web-presence.

•

Cops

•

Winter blues

•

Taking photos of
screens instead of
screenshotting!

•

Slow walkers

•

Stale bread

Humdingers

Turns out Pokemon Go was probably the first large
scale privacy invasion. The app collects a whole buttload of data about your personal movements, how long
you spend where, and who else was there. The app
developers, including the Pokemon Company, are more
than happy to give this data over to third party service
providers for ‘research’ and ‘analysis’. Gotcha!

The Spinoff has disabled their comments section,
following RNZ closing theirs. This has come after a raft
of concerning comments were received in response
to articles on homelessness, poetry, and sexual abuse.
They also acknowledged that the comment section
“means some poor young Spinoff employee has to
spend part of their day wading through a cesspit of
weird raging avatars each day.”
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News
TFW you steal $500,000
from the University
Former head of Facilities Management at Victoria
University, Rebekah Procter, has been sentenced to two
years and five months jail time after pleading guilty to
defrauding the university of $481,000 over a period of 30
months.
Her actions came to light in January when it was
discovered that she had created a fake company, complete
with a fake email address, and awarded it university
contracts.
The $481,000 was accrued through 106 applications
made in the name of the fake company, of which about 90
were approved, with the payments going into her personal
bank account.
Procter’s lawyer, Phil Mitchell, said in the Wellington
District Court upon sentencing that “a perfect storm”
of circumstances influenced the offending. Procter
was stressed at work, found herself unexpectedly
pregnant, and had undiagnosed depression—all of which
contributed to her “making poor decisions.”
Procter’s applications took the form of rudimentary
invoices with no GST numbers that should have raised
“alarm bells” earlier.
Mitchell went on to say that “the $481,000 was
spent on home renovations, mundane household items,
and a second-hand Mazda. There was no evidence of
flamboyant or spectacular spending.”
Procter’s lawyer had proposed a sentence of home
detention as he viewed it was more appropriate than jail.
This was rejected by the court. Despite granting discounts
for previous good character, remorse, reparations, and a
guilty plea, the crime was still too high for Judge Mill to
consider home detention.
Following the sentencing, Victoria’s Chief Operating
Officer Mark Loveardsaid it was reassuring that the
matter had concluded and that Procter was held
accountable. He went on to talk about the effects that
Procter’s actions had on the staff of Victoria University,
“it is extremely disappointing that somebody with a
significant financial responsibility betrayed that trust.”
Loveard said Victoria “continually reviews its
processes” and had made improvements since the fraud
was uncovered and investigated. “This was an isolated
issue and we continue to trust our people.”
Victoria University has been reimbursed the stolen
money by its insurance company, with the insurance
company aiming to get the money back from Procter
and her family. This has most recently resulted in her
family home in Porirua and car being sold, and some bank
account savings being recovered.

Over the break VUWSA’s General Manager (GM)
Indigo Freya resigned from the organisation, effective
immediately. VUWSA Secretary Timothy Grigg will be
standing in as acting GM until a new person can be hired.
Salient became concerned about Freya’s position after
her leave was extended and they were told to direct all
questions and concerns that would usually be directed
to the GM, to the VUWSA President Jonathan Gee. An
email was sent to staff on July 7 informing them of Freya’s
resignation.
“Indigo has decided to leave VUWSA to pursue new
challenges and I have agreed to facilitate that decision,”
Gee said in the email. He added, “I’d like to thank her for
her service, and wish her well for the future.”
Grigg will be balancing the role as acting GM on top
of his existing role as Association Secretary, with VUWSA
reception staff taking over some of the more operational
tasks.
When asked how long it would take to appoint a new
GM, Gee said the process would “take time.”
“It might be a couple of months. We need to find
someone who fits our culture, understands our values,
and is willing to work on our strategic plan as much as the
executive are.”
When speaking of Grigg’s new “bare bones GM” role,
Gee said the pair “will work closely in the coming months
to ensure staff are well supported to keep delivering the
best deal for students.”
Freya was the first person to take over the GM role
after the restructuring of VUWSA in 2014, taking up the
position during the 2015 academic year.
The previous GM, Mark Maguire, resigned in July
2014, probably to pursue his true calling as a superhero.
He had served five years in the role.
In between the resignation of Maguire and the
appointment of Freya, VUWSA was run by a ghost.
VUWSA Advertising Manager Jason Sutton said of
this period, “I don’t know what happened, there was just
nobody”.
The role had been re-established and re-developed
by the executive of 2014, who undertook the task of
restructuring VUWSA operations.
Freya could not be reached for comment at the
time of print, but Salient will update you if any new and
interesting information comes to light.
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Where is the Queer
support at?
UniQ President Alex Mark and VUWSA President Jonathan
Gee recently met with Pam Thorburn, Director of Student
Academic Services, to discuss queer support at the
university.
Mark had raised concerns about the lack of
queer support at Victoria University in contrast to the
comprehensive support provided at Otago and Auckland
universities, in an opinion piece in Salient.
Mark wrote in the piece, “there is no structural queer
support provided by the university… no network of
queer staff and students exists. No mechanism for listing
preferred names and pronouns is available. There are no
rainbow groups in each faculty. We have no permanent
space.”
The piece came in the wake of student backlash
against the university for seeking out queer students to
take part in a photo shoot, and using their graduation
hoods to make a coloured rainbow.
UniQ and the VUWSA Women’s Group heavily
criticized the measure as a publicity attempt by the
university to appear inclusive, while not providing
adequate support to its queer students.
The Women’s Group said that the university “still use
trans students’ deadnames on their records which can
force these students to out themselves in class,” as an
example of their lack of queer support.
They would be willing to reconsider their
condemnation of the university’s PR request, “when the
university starts giving queer students the support they
need, including providing a queer space.”
Mark said that shortly after publishing the opinion
piece UniQ was contacted by VUWSA President Jonathan
Gee, and they both met with Pam Thorburn.
Mark said Thorburn apologised for the rainbow
photoshoot attempt, and listened to their ideas for
changes the university could implement “to create the
kind of supportive environment that would enable them
to have such a graduation photo without being shitty and
tokenistic.”
UniQ continues to press for queer networks (rainbow
registers that would allow queer students and staff to find
each other), structural student support (including safe
doctors and counsellors who are proficient and supportive
of queer issues), funding for trans name changes (as
provided at Auckland University through a dedicated
fund), and a permanent queer space on campus.
“We aren’t getting a permanent space any time soon,”
Mark said, as the university is pressed for space (anyone
else notice this?). Mark is glad that UniQ are being
listened to, although they are “at the start of a long road
pushing against an institution that doesn’t really see the
need for change.”
A follow up meeting between Mark, Thorburn, and
Gee has been scheduled for early September to check on
what progress has been made.

Victoria University’s Academic Board are proposing to
introduce a two week exam period, to ditch three hour
exams in favour of shorter two hour exams, and to have
three exams taking place per day.
This has been proposed as the most practical way to
extend trimester three to twelve weeks, after a previous
proposal to change one of the two midterm breaks to one
week was rejected by staff.
University Provost Professor Wendy Larner stated,
during the Academic Board meeting, that these
changes would aid in the growth of the university and
help students who are completing 180 point masters
programmes—a major focus for the university.
Larner said that 12 of the 18 universities in Australia
have three exams per day and stressed that the proposed
changes will not be implemented at the expense of
student wellbeing, nor would staff be forced to teach 12
months of the year or students be expected to study for a
third trimester.
Victoria University staff at the Academic Board
meeting were generally supportive of the proposal.
However those from the NZ School of Music, as well as
the Science and Maths departments, were cautious of the
effect this workload could have for them and students.
Representatives from the Maths and Computer
Science faculties stated the importance of three hour
exams for their subjects. While lecturers from the NZ
School of Music explained that solo performance exams
were time consuming, and the change from a three week
to a two week examination period would affect their
students.
VUWSA President Jonathan Gee, who attended the
board meeting, was concerned as he believes there’s no
“one size fits all” approach to the length of exams.
“Reducing exams from three to two hours could result
in more internal assessment, which could mean stress
levels are high throughout the trimester instead of peak
periods like during exams or the six-week dip.”
He added that “student wellbeing and success need
to be at the forefront of any decision around the changing
the exam period.”
“VUWSA will be following any changes to the exam
period closely to ensure students aren’t disadvantaged as
a result,” and Salient will keep you up to date.
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Board say “bye, bye, bye”
to three hour exams

CLOSED FOR UPGRADE
7 JUNE - 31 JULY
A replacement bus service will operate
during the shutdown between Lambton
Quay and Kelburn via The Terrace and
Victoria University's Kelburn Campus.
The buses will run every 20 minutes
Monday - Friday

7:00am - 7:00pm

Saturday - Sunday 8:40am - 6:00pm
The buses will cost $2, cash only.
No Snapper Card, Victoria Inter-campus
pass or multi-trip passes accepted.
Visit our website for more information.
wellingtoncablecar.co.nz

Get on track to your dream career at Australia’s
No. 1 university.‡

Wellington Information Evening
Monday 25th July 2016, 7pm to 8.30pm
Rydges Hotel Wellington, 75 Featherston Street,
Pipitea, Wellington
At the University of Melbourne, you’ll gain an internationally
recognised degree that will open doors to an outstanding future
– all while studying in the world’s most liveable city. Come to
our information evening and speak with our staff about the
undergraduate and graduate course options available to you.
Register now: futurestudents.unimelb.edu.au/newzealand
‡

Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2016

CRICOS No: 00116K

THINKING OF
MELBOURNE UNI?
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Livné Ore

Yay a new hall
In response to increasing demand for student
accommodation in Wellington, Victoria University has
announced that a new hall of residence will be opening in
2017.
Located at 143 Willis Street, the hall reconfigures the
current Tel Tower building. The layout of which, according
to Jenny Bentley—Victoria’s Director of Campus Services,
is “not ideal for office use in the digital age, which requires
more open spaces.”
The hall will be fully catered and will have over 300
beds, bringing the number of beds offered by Victoria to
approximately 3300 across twelve halls of residence.
Victoria University Vice-Chancellor Professor Grant
Guilford says the new hall of residence will benefit
Wellington, citing the expenditures of students and their
visitors as a large part of the university’s $1 billion annual
contribution to the regional economy.
Guilford adds that students also contribute “through
part time jobs, internships, and their involvement with the
creative industries.”
The announcement of the new hall comes after a
shortage of beds earlier this year resulted in students at
Katharine Jermyn Hall and Weir House having to share
single rooms.

Living Wage gets dat fiddy,
but still nothing at VUW

Alexa Zelensky

Traci Houpapa joins
the party
Traci Houpapa, Member of the New Zealand Order of
Merit, has recently been appointed to Victoria University’s
Council.
Houpapa replaces Dame Patsy Reddy, Dame
Companion New Zealand Order of Merit, who will leave
to become the Governor General of New Zealand in
September.
Over her career Houpapa has raised both the profile
of Māori agribusiness in New Zealand and been named
one of the most influential women in the country.
The Chancellor of the University, Sir Neville Jordan,
believes these accomplishments will be reflected in the
university council.
“Victoria University is committed to excellence in
everything it does, and this starts at the top, with its
governing body… Traci will make an outstanding member.
She has long promoted the development of women’s
leadership and diversity in governance and is a powerful
advocate for the significant contribution Māori entities
and iwi make to New Zealand.”
Houpapa currently chairs the Landcorp Board,
the Federation of Māori Authorities, the W3 Wool
Unleashed PGP, and the National Advisory Council for
the Employment of Women. She is also involved with
the Waikato River Authority, PrITO, and the Asia NZ
Foundation.
The university aims to have the council represent the
growing profile of Victoria, both in intake of students and
worldwide reputation.
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The Living Wage New Zealand campaign reached
a milestone at the beginning of July, with over 50
organisations in New Zealand being listed as accredited
living wage employers.
This achievement was announced at coinciding
events in Auckland’s Trinity Cathedral and Christchurch’s
Transitional Cathedral on July 1, as both churches newly
became living wage employers.
Other new living wage employers include the New
Zealand Nurses Organisation, tech company WhereScape,
and early childhood centre Headstart.
Bicycle Junction in Newtown and Good Fortune
Coffee Co. in Petone are the only two Wellington-based
companies to be accredited as living wage employers this
year.
There are currently no living wage employers at
Victoria University, even though there is a great deal of
support on campus, through VUWSA and the Living Wage
at Vic campaign.
VUWSA Welfare Vice-President and living wage
campaigner, Rory Lenihan-Ikin, told Salient that the living
wage campaign reaching this milestone was “fantastic”
because “it demonstrates that more and more employers
in NZ care about the livelihoods of their staff.”
Lenihan-Ikin said VUWSA is “definitely aiming to be
a living wage employer in the future,” as they continue to
campaign “alongside other organisations for students and
other low paid people to receive decent wages.” VUWSA
executive members met with international living wage
campaigner Deborah Littman last week as part of their
campaigning efforts.
VUWSA Wellbeing and Sustainability Officer Anya
Maule said that Victoria University, “as one of the largest
employers in Wellington city, should be paying all of its
employees a living wage.”
Lenihan-Ikin said the focus of the living wage
campaign is now on “big organisations,” like Victoria
University to become living wage employers, because they
are the organisations most financially capable to do so.
Maule wants all organisations across Wellington
to consider adopting the living wage, not just Victoria
University. She believes that this would benefit students,
who would be able to focus on their studies because they
could work less hours but earn more, and worry less about
spending money on essentials like food or transport.
The Living Wage at Vic campaign group are hosting
an event on July 20 to discuss the movement’s place on
campus, which will seek to show students the importance
of a living wage in their own working and studying lives.
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Siobhan O’Connor

Auckland University hates
the environment
The University of Auckland’s (UoA) governing council has
opted out of voting on a motion that would have urged
their foundation to divest from fossil fuels.
Since December last year UoA has been under
pressure from students, staff, and alumni to divest from
coal, oil, and gas companies that are acknowledged as key
contributors to climate change.
AUSA President Will Matthews’ divestment motion
had the support of ten student associations and 3000
petitioners. Matthews believes it was well in line with the
university’s Strategic Plan, which states that they “cannot
plunder the future to pay for the present.”
Matthews said that if UoA takes climate change
seriously “it should put its money where its mouth is and
divest from fossil fuel industries.”
Fossil Free UoA—the group who initiated
conversations surrounding the university’s investments
in fossil fuel companies—is also disappointed with the
non-vote.
Spokesperson Alex Johnstone said that “by not even
voting on whether to urge the foundation to divest, the
university council has said it is ok for the foundation to
keep fuelling climate change through its investments.”
Victoria University divested from fossil fuel
investments in 2014, as did Otago University.

Where art thou funding?

Alexa Zelensky

Helen Kelly in the
Portrait Gallery
Former President of the New Zealand Council of Trade
Unions (CTU) and social justice campaigner Helen Kelly
has been honoured by Wellington City with a portrait at
the New Zealand Portrait Gallery.
The portrait, created by artist Lee Robinson and
donated by the city, was unveiled by Mayor Celia WadeBrown at a recent ceremony.
Kelly was CTU President from 2007 until October
2015, and prior to this served five years in the role of
General Secretary of the Association of University Staff
(now the New Zealand Tertiary Education Union). Kelly has
recently become a campaigner for medical marijuana, a
position which has emerged during her battle against lung
cancer.
Mayor Celia Wade-Brown commented that Kelly has
“been a passionate Wellingtonian and deserves to be
recognised for the great work she’s achieved in the capital
for so many New Zealanders.”
The portrait is now on display at the New Zealand
Portrait Gallery, amongst portraits of prominent New
Zealanders who have contributed to the country’s
development through culture, politics, or social change.
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Humanities staff at the University of Otago fear that a
major review may axe academic positions.
The review was announced by Pro-Vice-Chancellor
of the Humanities, Professor Tony Ballantyne, last month,
and aims to evaluate the undergraduate and postgraduate
academic programmes. This will reportedly support the
Division of Humanities (DoH) to “better meet the changing
demands and needs of students.”
Otago’s DoH has seen their student intake fall by
4.6% in 2016, reflecting a trend of decreasing enrolment
numbers since 2010. This equates to 267 fewer students
enrolled than last year.
According to the Otago Daily Times (ODT), the DoH
has suffered a 14% decline in student enrollment since
2010.
A staff member of the DoH, who did not want to be
named, was fearful that respected academic staff would
lose their positions with the university due to funding cuts,
and the stress of the review has caused morale to drop.
“Once voluntary redundancies have been called
for, the intention is to evaluate staff-student ratios in
humanities departments to determine where cuts could
be made.”
Professor Tony Ballantyne said he was unable to
comment on which departments were at risk within the
DoH. He stressed it would be “business as usual” for
most students, but appreciates that the changes will be
“unsettling.” Ballantyne added that the university “will
strive to be fair and consultative with staff.”
It is claimed that departments with steady student
engagement and solid financial viability will not be
affected, but rather the departments that have suffered
from low enrolment will likely be targeted.
Within the DoH there are 16 academic divisions and
450 staff members collectively.
The past five years have seen an increasing number
of students enrolling in the Division of Health Sciences
(DoHS) at Otago University, which surpassed the DoH as
the largest division in terms of student numbers in 2012.
Students enrolled within the DoHS attract more
government funding for the university, but they declined
to respond when asked by ODT how this difference
affected the changing student interest.
Professor Ballantyne took over the position of ProVice-Chancellor of the DoH in October of last year.

18.07.16

Let the mayoral race begin—
Election coverage part I
Anyone wanting to run for mayor has until noon on
Friday, August 12, to be nominated.
VUWSA, being the good souls they are, will be
launching a website (studentfriendlywellington.nz) to
run alongside the candidate’s campaigns, which Welfare
Vice President Rory Lenihan-Ikin says will support the
association’s “vision for a Student Friendly Wellington.”
“The website will mainly be informing students about
the issues, focusing on fares and rental WOF, as well as
some information about voting.”
VUWSA will begin publicising candidates positions on
their policies in a few weeks time.
In the lead up to the elections Salient will be running
a series of interviews with the candidates to find out the
information students need to make an informed decision
come voting day—like whether or not they watch GoT and
how many pets they have.

On October 8 Wellingtonians have the opportunity to
vote for their preferred candidate to become Mayor of
Wellington.
Local body elections happen nationwide every three
years and see people people vote for their preferred
councilors, community board members, and mayor. Under
the Wellington City Council (WCC), the city is broken up
into five wards—Lambton, Southern, Eastern, Northern,
and Onslow/West.
All registered voters are posted their voting papers,
which they need to fill out and return to the Council
Electoral Officer before the deadline. Votes received
after noon on October 8 will not be counted. The system
of voting for 2016 is yet to be confirmed, but the Single
Transferable Vote (STV) system has been in place since
2004. STV is a proportional voting system whereby a
voter has a single vote which they cast by ranking their
preferred candidates.

The Candidates
Celia Wade-Brown

Jo Coughlan

Justin Lester

Wade-Brown has been Mayor of
Wellington since 2010, and is seeking
her third term in office.
During her time as mayor, WadeBrown believes she has made great
achievements in the Arts, citing
CubaDupa, The Hobbit premiere,
Edinburgh Tattoo, Africa Day, and the
Korean Festival as standouts.
She was also the driving force
behind the shared Tawa-Porirua and
Kilbirnie pathways.
If elected for a third term, WadeBrown hopes to continue moving
forward with the planned Movie
Museum and Convention Centre.
She also has plans for the Urban
Development Agency to build greener
houses and “catalyse redevelopment
near transport and facilities.”
Growing up in West London
and studying at the University of
Nottingham, Wade-Brown moved to
Wellington with her husband in 1983.
She is a member of the Green
Party, and has spent a total of 19
years in Wellington local body politics
across two separate stints.

Jo Coughlan was first elected to the
WCC in 2007 while representing the
Onslow-Western Ward, and in 2010
became Chair of of the Economic
Growth and and Arts Committee.
Coughlan’s proposed policies
cover the economy, community,
environment, and culture—with
her main policy platform being
infrastructure and transport.
The policies seek to acquire
government funding to create a
“world-class progressive compact
city.” This would centre around
getting traffic flowing around the
Town Belt and the Terrace, “sensible
cycleways,” an additional (?) 50-metre
pool in Kilbirnie, and more efficient
public transport.
Coughlan’s business, Silvereye
Communications, “assists a range of
clients across a number of sectors
with government relations, strategic
PR, and communications support.”
She was a 2015 finalist in two
categories of the Westpac Women
of Influence awards and was a 2009
Finalist in Wellington’s Women in
Business Best New Business Award.
Coughlan has lived in Wellington
for 25 years, raising her six children
here.

The current Deputy Mayor of
Wellington, Justin Lester, is seeking
the Mayoral role because he “loves
Wellington and wants to make it even
better.”
Lester—who is supported by the
Labour Party—has promised rates
rebates for first home buyers, free
pool entry for children under five, a
freeze on public transport fares, and
discounted fares for students.
He also plans on supporting
continued growth of the local
economy by removing fees for
outdoor dining on public land,
continuing to invest in the laneways,
and continuing investment in public
events such a CubaDupa, Wellington
on a Plate, and Lux.
Raised in Invercargill by a
single mother, Lester was the first
in his family to attend university—
completing a LLB/BA from University
of Otago and a MLL at the University
of Heidelberg in Germany.
Lester currently lives in
Johnsonville with his wife Liz and
their two daughters.
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Nicola Young

Nick Leggett

Keith Johnson

Currently a Councillor for Lambton
Ward, Nicola Young has been
involved in local body politics since
2013.
A journalist by trade, Young has
held positions in journalism, public
relations, and consultancy. Upon
moving back to Wellington (from
London) in 1996, Young started
Viewpoint Communications—a
“communications and political
strategy consultancy.”
Young is running for mayor as an
independent, emphasising that she
isn’t in it to be a career politician but
wishes to “serve the city of her birth.”
If elected, Young hopes to
freeze work with the universities
to solve the student housing crisis,
freeze rates at inflation, work with
central government to solve traffic
congestion problems, stop “Council’s
secret spending,” and get a “fair deal”
on the airport runway extension.
Young is an honorary member
of Victoria University’s Alumni
Association, a recognition she
received for work done for the New
Zealand School of Music. She has
also sat on the School’s Advisory
Board from 2002–2006.

Current Mayor of Porirua, Nick
Leggett, has chosen not to seek a
third term with his current Council,
instead pursuing the top job in
Wellington.
Despite not having clearly
outlined policies, Leggett is
campaigning as a task-orientated
candidate who wants to see tangible
action taken around infrastructure.
This means “getting the basics
right”—addressing the finances,
roads, pipes, and footpaths.
Leggett also believes the council
should put “vanity projects” on hold,
as not to compromise their financial
situation for future generations.
Describing himself as a “lifelong
Wellingtonian,” Leggett’s parents and
their parents and their parents have
all been raised in the Wellington. He
attended Tawa High School and holds
a BA in political science from Victoria
University. Leggett now lives in
Johnsonville with his wife Emily and
their two children.
You have probably seen his face
on the back of a bus at some point.

With a background in public policy
and economics, Dr Keith Johnson is
running for mayor as an independent
candidate.
Despite having no experience in
local or central government politics,
Johnson—a self-described “longtime
radical”—wants to give voters “a
real opportunity to reject the other
candidates who will endorse the
[current council’s] big ideas and big
spend concept.”
The reining in of council spending
is one of his top policy plans, along
with his opposition to the proposed
$300 million airport runway
extension.
Like other candidates, he is
also concerned about the traffic
congestion around the Basin Reserve
during peak hours.
He ran for mayor in 2013, but
withdrew early in the race due to a
lack of interest.
Johnson holds a BA and MA from
the University of Cambridge and a
PhD in Economic Geography from the
Australian National University, and
has worked in almost 30 countries
across the globe before settling back
in Wellington.
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Quiz
Jennie Kendrick

1.

In The Bachelorette (US), what is
Jojo’s full name?

2. How many years has it been since
the Homosexual Law Reform Act was
passed?
3. A pedagogue is an archaic term for
what profession?

5. Pocket Monsters is the shortened
working title of what popular media
franchise?
6. What is the name of the Kiwi
astronomer who helped discover
a dwarf planet at the University of
Victoria, in Canada?
7.

Theresa May is the new Prime
Minister of which country?

8. A bell pepper is more commonly
known by what name in New
Zealand?
9. A group of giraffes is called a what?
10. Famous ice cream connoisseurs Ben
and Jerry were originally going to
produce what food item?

“NO DICK PIX” And other bangers from
the exec meetings over the break.
The holidays meant many of you got a break; meanwhile
the exec were busy slaving away over work reports,
committee meetings, policy committees, and a raft of
other fun and exciting endeavours. Also there was heaps
of free bread—or did you miss those Snapchats and
Instagrams?
The exec meetings have been about as enjoyable
as spilling your cup of coffee all over yourself at eight
in the morning. Your enduring and trustworthy Salient
editors went along to report on them for your pleasure.
During the most recent one Emma wrote Jayne a note,
“honestly, kill me,” as she melted further into a puddle
on the floor. The best parts, of course, are always in
committee so we can’t report on the juicy details. But
there have been a few stand out moments.
The Hits
•
Tensions peaked at last week’s exec meeting when
George tried to get access to the social media
accounts. The Comms and Marketing staff member
was present and didn’t appreciate their toes getting
stood on. Other exec members also expressed
interest in having access, but VUWSA Comm’s
stood firmly with their line, “we’ll talk about it later.”
George kept going only to explain that they all
knew the rules: “no dick pix.”
•
Meanwhile, in the corner, Anya, sweet Anya, was
knitting a sock in the round and was wearing a
black turtleneck and basically just being awesome.
The multi-tasking Queen.
•
VUWSA wants to own O-Week. Like a possessive
friend or a jealous boyfriend, VUWSA hates that
The Establishment is trying to harsh their O-Week
and re-O-week vibes. George wants to license
O-Week, so no one else can have it. This is, of
course, because they’re worried about misleading
students and not being able to provide them with
the same safe space to get fucked up, as they do at
all their O-Week events.
•
George wants to be a rogue agent and just buy
the licensing, but the rest of the exec weren’t
playing rogue with him and encouraged him to
seek legal advice around copyright restrictions
etc. George really hit it out of the park after Tori
expressed concern with his rogue approach, as
he mansplained to Tori that lawyers are actually
expensive. So is reputational damage, George.

Jayne Mulligan

4. Which country has just celebrated its
fifth year of independence?

Eye on
Exec

1) Joelle Fletcher 2) 30 3) Teacher 4) South Sudan 5)
Pokemon 6) Michele Bannister 7) United Kingdom 8)
Capsicum 9) Tower 10) Bagels

Gee-mail

VUWSA Exec

Jonathan Gee
VUWSA President

Nathaniel Manning
Engagement Vice President

Dear white cis-gay men…

This issue is a special one for me. I remember coming
across it as a wide-eyed, closeted, first-year student
from a traditional, all-boys high school, who had been
brought up in a Christian household. Reading Queerlient
for the first time, I felt I finally belonged to a community
that accepted me, for me. What a wonderful feeling.
As I became more open about my sexuality ‘little’
things like Queerlient helped build my confidence during
my formative years. I’m sure some of you reading this
will be in the same position I was four years ago. You’re
looking for Queerlient. You’re looking for UniQ. You’re
looking for something that says Victoria accepts you, for
you.
I’m lucky to have a community that accepts me. But
it’s not always easy. At times I feel I can’t relate to my
straight friends, or I get that odd comment about being
‘camp’ or ‘girly’. At times I’ve needed a queer role model
to look up to, to remind me things will get better.
A couple weeks ago the UniQ President, Alex Mark,
and I discussed how Victoria can better support queer
students with the University’s Director for Student
Academic Services. We discussed having a queerfriendly student-staff network, the issue of deadnames
(referring to a transgender person’s birth name instead
of their chosen name), queer mentoring, and the
importance of having a safe space for queer students on
campus.
Many students including me chose Vic, in-part, due
to the belief it’s inclusive. We chose Vic because it’s a
capital-city university, located in the depths of a city
where laws like homosexual law reform and marriage
equality were passed. It can’t just be Queerlient or UniQ
supporting queer students. Victoria needs to support
queer students too.
After I graduate I hope I can say it supported me
during some of the most formative years of my life.
I hope I can proudly say, “Victoria supports queer
students.”
What a wonderful feeling that would be.
Jono

I might not know all of you, but I know many of you—I
too, in fact, am one of you. And I write to you as the
“wtf?!?” feeling that goes through my mind when I talk
to many of you.
You see, we sit in a place of privilege within the
queer community (a name I know many gay men
despise—“we’re not ‘queer’, we’re just gay and that’s
normal” etc. *eyeroll*). A position of such privilege that
many of you no longer identify with the wider LGBTI
community. You don’t want to get political—what
are we even fighting for now that we can get happily
married and live out the rest of our lives in blissful
heteronormativity?
What a load of BS. LGBTI people are not well off,
even if a small proportion of us are. Ethnic minorities
among the gay community are discriminated against; in
fact anyone who doesn’t fit our stereotypes of perfection
are. Hashtag #NoFats #NoFemmes #NoAsians, sound
familiar? It was only a month ago that America’s worst
mass shooting was carried out against a Latino gay
night club. Our trans* and gender-queer community are
still struggling with health access, bathroom access,
appalling mental health records, and hell, even the
simple ability for Victoria tutors to actually use their
correct names. The world is still shit for the majority of
queer people.
And the thing is, we owe these ‘queers’. Stonewall
was the event that created gay liberation shock waves
around the world, and it wasn’t the pretty white twinks
fighting. It was the homeless street kids, the trans* and
gender queer, the people of colour, the drag queens
who all rose up and fought for our rights to exist. You
may feel comfortable, but many of those who got us to
where we are still aren’t. Their existence, and ours, is still
political.
So what? So give a fuck—get political, embrace our
community, and above all, feel Pride.
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From Wellington to the
world
Explore the world and learn about other languages
and cultures without leaving Wellington!
Take FHSS 110 Reading the World: Languages and Cultures in Context
and find out about the objects, stories and itineraries right here in
New Zealand’s capital city that connect us to people, places, languages
and cultures all over the world.
Taught in English and with no prerequisites, this new multidisciplinary
course offers an opportunity for students from any subject area to develop
their intercultural skills and add an international edge to their degree.
For more information contact the School of Languages and Cultures at
slc@vuw.ac.nz or victoria.ac.nz/slc
Monday 12noon–1.50pm
HM (Hugh Mackenzie) LT002
20 points, No prerequisites
This is a trimester two course in 2016

Capital thinking. Globally minded.

A History of Pride
in New Zealand

Charlie Prout

LGBT people have been part of New
Zealand society since long before
colonisation, but that doesn’t mean
they have always been accepted.
LGBT people have fought for
equal rights in New Zealand for
decades, and this fight has built
the foundations for the rights and
acceptance that LGBT people now
live within. A fight that can and
should continue.
Before colonisation people
in same sex relationships within
Māoridom were not only accepted,
but revered in their communities.
Historical evidence of the diversity
of Māori sexuality can be found in
artworks, written documents, and
oral accounts.
Colonisation and the introduction
of European Christian norms and
laws brought change; in New Zealand
pre-1986 and before the homosexual
law reform it was illegal for men
to engage in consensual sex acts
with another man. Those convicted
under this law were subjected to
hard labour and lashes. New Zealand
history has many cases of men being
charged with buggering. While it
was not illegal in New Zealand for
women to have sexual relations with
other women, lesbians were seen by
much of society as to not exist. Some
prominent gay men were involved
in literary subcultures, including
Frank Sargeson; however even in
subcultural circles homosexuality was
not always accepted, let alone in the
rest of New Zealand.
A cultural shift in the 1960s saw
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increased numbers of LGBT people
come out and be open about who
they were. Dr Nicola Jayne came
out in 1978 while living in the UK.
“I was definitely out, I did not care
what society thought. To society as
a whole we were mainly invisible. I
remember instances when I thought I
was obviously and openly a Lesbian,
then something happened or was
said which made it obvious that say,
someone I worked with, was not
aware that I was.” While lesbians did
not face the same legal repercussions
from their sexuality they did
experience violence from wider
society. Jayne experienced explicit
and ‘casual’ homophobia within New
Zealand society at this time. “There
could be an undercurrent of violence;
for example, an arson in a women’s
coffee shop on upper Willis street
which the police did not seem to
take seriously.” This was about to
change, as the 1960s and 1970s saw
the creation of activist groups that
promoted an acceptance of being
gay, and who aimed to repeal the law
that made male homosexuality illegal.
While overseas Pride movements
were talked about in New Zealand,
there was still a sense of isolation.
Dr Jayne felt that these movements
had limited influence here. “There
was a feeling in England when I came
out that we were following what was
happening in the US. In New Zealand
this feeling was not as strong. It was
as if we took what was happening
or being talked about elsewhere and
made it our own.”
Dr Alison Laurie, on the website
Pride NZ, stated that “after WWII,
members of the pride movement
in New Zealand were interested in
legal change, they were interested
in providing some kinds of social
opportunities for people, and they did
want greater acceptance, but they
didn't really have an analysis of the
society or they never spoke about
actually radically changing society.
That was something which came with
the new baby-boom generation.”
A central aim for gay male
activists was to change laws. The first

formal organisation that advocated
for a law change was the Dorian
Society, created in 1961 in Wellington
by Kees Cooge, Jack Goodwin,
Claude Tanner, and John Mackay.
These men had lived overseas and
witnessed Pride struggles, and they
had seen the possibilities there
were for the movement in New
Zealand. Women were not welcome
as members of the Dorian; it was
an organization for men. This split
is emblematic of queer activism at
the time, with men and women not
organising together.
The Dorian Society sort to repeal
the law forbidding male homosexual
acts by forming a legal subcommittee.
This was influenced by the success of
the British Homosexual Law Reform
Society and their role in the passing
of the 1967 Seuxal Offences Act that
legalised male homosexuality. The
Dorian Society followed their example
and included people who were not
gay into the fight.
Despite the goals of theses
activists homosexual law reform
failed to get through parliament
three times over the following two
decades. Finally, male homosexuality
was legalised on July 9, 1986 with the
bill passing by 49 votes to 44. The
governor-general gave assent to the
legislation two days later, and it came
into effect on August 8 that year.
1986 saw the repeal of The Offences
Against The Person Act and signalled
a cultural shift—being gay in New
Zealand was now legal.
While the main goal of gay men
at this time was the legalisation of
homosexuality, many lesbian activist
groups sought to address the broader
issues that LGBT people faced. Dr
Jayne explains that lesbians and
feminist groups shared the ideals
and goals to “change the world,
revolution; to explore new ways of
living, loving, spirituality, language,
art” and that “everything was
questioned.”
Another key influence on the
acceptance of queer people in New
Zealand were Gay Liberation groups.
These groups sprang up in Auckland,
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Wellington, and Christchurch after
the academic Ngahuia Te Awekotuku
was denied a visitors permit to the
US on the grounds that she was
homosexual. Gay Liberation held
rallies and pushed for the acceptance
of LGBT people in New Zealand and
around the world.
New Zealand now openly
celebrates being gay every year,
with events like Out In The Park
in Wellington and the Big Gay
Out. Being gay in New Zealand
is now more widely accepted,
with politicians such as John Key
participating in the Big Gay Out
and banks such as ANZ decorating
their ATMs in celebration of pride.
However this does not mean all
members of the LGBT community
are happy with the establishment’s
involvement in queer events. Many
have called ANZ’s involvement in New
Zealand pride events “pink washing”,
a term referring to action used to
make a business who discriminates
against queer people look more queer
friendly.
Recently, during the 2015
Pride Celebrations in Auckland,
a transgender women had her
arm broken in an altercation with
police. The altercation occurred
after a protest organised by activist
group No Pride In Prisons at the
involvement of uniformed police
officers in the Auckland Pride parade.
The spokesperson of No Pride in
Prisons, Tim Lamusse, said in a
statement at the time, “we wanted
to highlight the fact that the queer,
Māori, and Pasifika communities
are disproportionately harassed and
targeted by police.”
While New Zealand has come
a long way from punishing queer
men with lashes, pride events
cannot be complacent in forgetting
history by allowing those who
promote the oppressive structures
of heteronormativity to be part of
the celebration. Queer history is ours
and yours, Pride needs to be a place
where the most vulnerable members
of the queer community can come
forward and have their voices heard.

Eve Kennedy

To Bi

or

Not to Bi
The Coming Out That Never Ends

or not I have a “boyfriend.” I make sure to use gender
neutral language and gauge people’s reactions before
mentioning that my partner is a woman. However due
to my being bisexual and having a much longer history
of dating men than women, in queer circles I feel oddly
obligated to demonstrate my queerness. When I first
began going to Ivy, as most baby queers will do, I would
loudly talk about dating women or being bi so that people
would know that I “fitted in”.
In a strange way I only began to feel that I could
wear the label “queer” once I got into my first serious
relationship with a woman. That was the first time I was
publicly visible as a woman who dated women. The
first time we held hands in public was the first time I
had felt vulnerable because of my sexuality. I stopped
feeling the need to proclaim my queerness because I had
prime evidence of it in the form of a relationship. It’s a
disappointing reality that I never felt that my identity was
legitimate until I experienced feeling unsafe in a public
space.
Perhaps this desire to fit in is indicative of no more
than my own neediness. Perhaps if I cared less about what
people thought of me I wouldn’t have been so concerned
with whether someone mistook me as straight or believed
that I was queer. Perhaps I should talk to a therapist about
this instead of writing a feature about it.
The ability to pass as straight in many circumstances
was a privilege in many situations (i.e., with homophobic
strangers, acquaintances, and distant relatives), yet it
felt like a hindrance in others (i.e. at Ivy, tinder, and in
queer groups). When I inadvertently came out to all of my
facebook friends by way of a relationship status update
(I’m such a millennial), people I went to highschool with
presumed that I was coming out as a lesbian. All of a
sudden I got spooked that ex-boyfriends of mine would
think I had used relationships to pretend I was straight.
N.B. To the man I dated for a while who worried when I
dumped him that he had “turned me into a lesbian”—you
didn’t. I still like men, just not you.
I have been using the phrase “half-homo” as a way
to gently remind people that no, I’m not gay, and I’m not
straight. The phrase is clearly not without its troublesome
aspects, as those who are bi are no less queer than those
only interested in dating people who identify as having
the same gender as them (i.e. “whole-homos”), but I
have found it helpful in asserting my queerness. I hope
that in my lifetime I no longer feel obligated to assert
my bisexuality as heteronormativity will cease to exist.
Heterosexuality would no longer be the default and
assumed identity, but until then, at least half-homo has
good alliteration.

I came out as bi for the first time at the rather ripe age of
19. It came across suddenly—I only began questioning my
sexuality a few months prior after I realised what I thought
was merely a friend crush on a woman was actually a
crush-crush. I only realised it was a crush-crush after I
found myself jealously resenting the woman’s long term
boyfriend.
This woman became one of my close friends and we
spent a couple of summers working together. The first
summer we discussed the possibility of both of us being
something other than heterosexual. This wasn’t a flirty
thing, but more of a quest of simultaneous self-reflection
and discovery. The friend/crush didn’t like labels and I was
concerned at the binary nature of the phrase “bisexual” at
the time.
Luckily for me, as I became closer friends with the
crush, I realised I did not want to date her, but that I did
want to date other women. I avoided talking about it for
a while, aside from close friends who were already out
to me. I felt a strange need to be “sure” about it; which in
retrospect is kind of bullshit. As we know identity can be
fluid and is bound to change—as mine has done and will
inevitably continue to do. I am a cis, femme, bi, woman;
a recipient of white privilege and lucky to live in morequeer-friendly-than-other-places Wellington.
My first coming out was to my best friends. One of
them had already come out as bi, the other one came
out about the same time as me. Without the support and
willingness of my friends to discuss identity and sexuality
I would never have felt safe enough to come out as bi in
larger social circles. They helped me to realise that the
hetero/homo binary is bullshit. Not only did these friends
provide me with much needed emotional support, they
were real life visible examples of bisexuality. For people
who don’t fit the damaging and constrained stereotypes
of queer people, visibility is important. Over time I came
out to most people that I was in regular contact with,
excluding those I knew to be homophobes. I drunk-called
my Dad at 9pm on a Monday evening after a Salient event
in 2014 and loudly told him about being bi from the Hub
on Kelburn campus. I have a big family and the phone calls
to explain my bisexuality were numerous but supportive,
something I feel extraordinarily lucky to have experienced.
This feeling of luck is tainted by sadness and fear for
those who are not safe to come out to those they love, for
whatever reason.
The many comings-out to the most important people
in my life went swimmingly—for the most part. It is the
other comings-out that have been more stressful. I always
feel guilty when I find myself lying to the people I know
from first year who are homophobic when asked whether
19
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Gates Henderson

From conversations with Agnes, Garfinkel claimed
that transgender people expose the gender system that
everyone unconsciously works under. He concluded
that construction of gender consists of two categories
(male/man and female/woman) and that sex and gender
are conflated; one cannot change between genders.
It is assumed the genitals are the primary marker of
someone’s gender, and people claiming to be able to
transition between genders shouldn’t be taken seriously (it
is either a ritual change, as in pantomime, or a symptom
of pathology). In short, gender is treated by members of
society as natural and essential, thus everyone has to be a
member of one gender category.
It’s important to remember that this treatment is
not based on any kind of truth, but is how people act as
if gender is. These rules explain why the attribution of
gender is so fundamental to our social interactions and
also why gender diverse and transgender people are so
problematic for society. It also explains the existence
of the standard “born in the wrong body” discourse.
When Agnes claims that she has always been a woman
and her body is wrong, she is making the claim that her
self-attribution of a gender, which cannot be seen by
others, takes precedence over the cues other people have
access to (her appearance, presence of a penis, et cetera).
Once she has surgery her body will be seen by others
as indicative of the essential gender inside herself and
people’s attributions of her gender should be more in line
with her own self-attributions. This was the view of many
transgender women and the establishment that treated
them. The body is the primary indicator of and justifier for
gender attributions, so it should be correctly adjusted.
Transgender people throughout history have been
seen to be corrupting some kind of natural order by
messing with gender (look to the bathroom issues in the
US, or the Pope likening transgender people to weapons
of mass destruction). However, by explaining their gender
as inconsistent with their body and changing their body to
match, transgender people are not subverting the gender
‘system’, but are upholding it by supporting the link
between bodies and gender. This way, transgender people
have never changed their gender, they just changed the
body to be more indicative of their ‘true’ gender.
The other ethnomethodologists, Kessler and
McKenna, go as far to state that transsexuality as a
medical diagnostic category exists because of the
gender system and its inability to accommodate certain
varieties of human gender and sexual expression (for
example, men with vaginas or women with penises). The
medical profession has developed methods that allow

Gender is a social construct. You can’t get through a
liberal arts degree without either saying this, hearing
this, or reading this. But what does it actually mean? As a
young transgender person, for me that statement meant
that gender was a mental phenomenon, something in your
brain. Something that was different to sex, which was a
physical thing manifested between one’s legs. But as all
liberal arts students will be able to tell you: this is a gross
oversimplification of the notion that gender is socially
constructed.
What if I said gender was socially attributed, instead?
This refers to what academic Judith Butler described as
the “performativity” of gender. Meaning that regardless
of whether or not genders are real and in our possession,
we make judgements about people and attribute a gender
to them based on recognised (or stereotyped) features.
These associations between features and judgements
become concretised as people use them. So you may
look at someone wearing a dress with long hair and then
attribute “woman,” without any regard for what, if any,
gender that person attributes to their self.
It sounds weird to say it at first, but it makes sense
that when we identify someone as being either a man or
a woman we really are making a guess based on a shared
cultural understanding of the kinds of things that are said
to indicate a particular gender. Gender is typically thought
of as something we have or are—as essential to our being.
Butler’s reframing says that instead it is something that we
are recognisably seen to be doing. This de-essentialised
version of gender puts a focus on how individuals are seen
as being either men or women as a function of the way
they act, how they look, and which genders they claim or
self-attribute. Gender attribution and the gender system
that supports and organises it were the foci of work by
ethnomethodologists Harold Garfinkel, Suzanne Kessler,
and Wendy McKenna in the 1960s and 1970s.
Their work is based in ethnomethodology, working to
understand how people make meaning of their everyday
lives through social practices. Their study works from
the basis that many of society’s givens, like gender, are
actually skilful, accomplished acts rather than essential
elements of the social world. In a study based on the
accounts of a transgender woman Agnes, in the 1960s,
Garfinkel analysed how she construed gender. Talking
with Agnes, he saw she achieved being recognised as a
woman by learning recognisably “feminine” traits and skills
from her friends. As well as prompts from her partner, who
didn’t know she was transgender, on on how a “proper
lady” should act. Agnes believed she had always been a
woman and needed her body to be corrected.
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over two thirds of the attributions made were “male,” and
that many of the “female” cues, like long hair, breasts,
or wide hips, were often found on figures attributed
“male,” but the “male” cues were never found on figures
attributed “female.” Figures that showed a penis were
almost always identified as male (regardless of their other
features), but vaginas didn’t nearly have the same power
for leading to attributions of “female.” It was concluded
that, while Garfinkel was right regarding the primacy of
the genitals, it is only one form that matters the most.
Gender attributions are based on the assumptions made
about whether someone has a penis or not. No matter how
feminine one is, if there is any reason to think they might
have a penis, a female gender attribution is withheld.
So where does this leave us? Are we all stuck being
men and women forever, with people making assumptions
about us based on what genitals they think we have? Of
course not! Kessler and McKenna surmise that gender
attribution developed out of selecting an appropriate
partner for sexual reproduction. As an organisational
method, in our modern age, this is now defunct.
This gender system is already being challenged in
small ways. People who are recognisable as men are
giving birth (challenging gender’s role in determining
reproductive capacity or interest), transgender people are
retaining their genitals from birth and other secondary
sexual characteristics regardless of their claimed gender,
and new gender categories are being invented.
The grandest challenge of all has been issued by
the gender nihilism movement, which supports the
abandonment of a gender system entirely with the
claim that gender is determinist, coercive, and violently
limits human expression through the limitation of what
certain ‘types’ of people can or should do and contains an
inherent hierarchical class-like structure.
Gender is just one example of a system that developed
(read: was socially constructed) to organise society.
Just because we study how it works doesn’t make it an
essential part of reality and that we can’t, or shouldn’t,
try to change or eradicate it. In fact, as agents of social
interaction we have an obligation to understand how we
“do” society and work towards an approach that isn’t
dependant on irrelevant anatomical features. This “doing”
society is what it means to social construct something.
Society and its institutions, discourses, and practices
all exist and are maintained as a result of people doing
something. Gender and all its implications (stereotypes,
jokes, violence, drag, sexuality, etc.) are maintained by
talking about gender in ways consistent with the system
Garfinkel, Kessler, and McKenna outlined. This is what
it means for gender to be a social construct, and being a
social construct means it can be socially deconstructed.
We are in control.

the ambiguities of human experience to be corrected,
or at least be made comprehensible within the system.
Regarding this, Kessler and McKenna state that “since
genitals can now be changed, gender identity can now be
seen as the less flexible criterion indicative of someone’s
gender.” All people are trapped into this gender system
as a way of understanding themselves and others, and
therefore the criticism laid against transgender people
(i.e. that we’re lying, tricking, or fake) is unjust due to
everyone’s manipulation of the system. Everyone of any
gender is putting on a gender self-attribution show in
order to be recognised as they want to be.
All this theorising, while grounded in real social
action, is still just theorising. Is there reason to believe that
gender is treated the way Garfinkel said it was? Kessler
and McKenna’s book addresses this issue in two studies.
One study modified the popular game 20 questions,
where the participant asked questions about a person
known only to the researcher. The catch was that the
person in question was not real and the researchers were
randomly answering yes or no to the questions. The only
rule was that participants could not ask the gender of the
person outright and after each answer they had to state
what gender they thought the person was and why. For
the researchers the aim of the game was to see how the
participants would argue for the gender attribution based
on randomised “facts.” Participants asked about all sorts
of things from clothing preferences to physical features,
but few asked what genitals the person had. When
pressed, many explained that they felt that would’ve
been tantamount to asking their gender, which clearly
shows how primary genitals are in gender attribution. Two
participants did ask first as to whether the person had a
vagina and regardless of the answer given they then asked
whether they had a penis, suggesting that the presence or
absence of a vagina did nothing to indicate the presence
of a penis. But when the people who asked first whether
the person had a penis were told no by the researcher very
few of the them went on to ask whether they had a vagina,
suggestive of the irrelevance of the vagina in gender
attribution compared to the importance of the penis. This
importance placed on the penis for gender attribution
was also seen more generally in the increased number of
questions regarding penises compared to vaginas in total.
The authors concluded that genitals equated to gender,
and that once a gender attribution was made anything
could fit it by using categories like cross-dresser or
hermaphrodite.
A follow-up study utilised a set of transparent overlay
sheets with different appearances on them so a picture
of a body could have a variety of clothing, or no clothing,
and the genitals could be changed or removed entirely.
Every combination was tested with participants being
asked whether they thought the figure was a man or a
woman and what features would need to be changed in
order to make them the opposite gender. They found that
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Transgender people throughout
history have been seen to be
corrupting some kind of natural
order by messing with gender
(look to the bathroom issues
in the US, or the Pope likening
transgender people to weapons
of mass destruction). However,
by explaining their gender as
inconsistent with their body
and changing their body to
match, transgender people
are not subverting the gender
‘system’, but are upholding it
by supporting the link between
bodies and gender.
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No Pride In
Prisons—
How did it
come to this?
Dani Pickering | Kate McIntyre

Queer culture is all but characterised
by its forgetfulness. The AIDS crisis
wiped out far too many of our
elders—a trauma that most of us
cannot remember. Our liberal, white,
spoon-fed love of cops begets the
fact that the Stonewall and Compton
Cafeteria Riots were battlegrounds,
not celebrations—a distinction that
many of us cannot remember. The
dominance of Pākehā culture in
Aotearoa is indicative of the conflict
introduced by colonialism in the
first place—the violence of which
white supremacy does not want us
to remember, while for others it is
impossible to forget.
This forgetfulness is destroying us
from within.
Activist group No Pride In Prisons
(NPIP) has emerged to resist this
narrative. As a group we believe
that it is one thing to say that it
is important for queer people to
remember our history, but entirely
another to understand what that
means, and to determine how our
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history should impact our present in
ways both positive and negative.
It is easy for us to acknowledge,
then, that this year marks the 30th
anniversary of the passing of the
Homosexual Law Reform Act in New
Zealand, which decriminalised male
homosexual sex. Following over 18
years of dedicated political action the
bill was passed—albeit without the
anti-discrimination clauses, which
took six more years to pass in 1993.
The history of the Homosexual
Law Reform Act is long and arduous.
Untold sacrifices were made to get
the government and mainstream
culture at large to remove their boots
from our throats, and it is important
to recognise those sacrifices. What
is harder to recognise is not only
what has not yet been achieved, but
our failures—a considerably less
palatable part of this country’s (and
community’s) history.
NPIP targets the prison system in
particular because of its significance
in colonial society. Its long history as a
tool for the subjugation of indigenous
peoples by incarcerating them in
order for the state to steal their land
is well-documented, particularly with
the government’s invasion of Parihaka
in 1881. This colonial occupation
continues this century with the
seizure of Aotearoa’s foreshore and
seabed from Māori ownership, as
well as with white feminist darling
Helen Clark’s refusal to sign the
the UN Declaration of the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples when it was
introduced in 2007.
While New Zealand finally signed
the declaration in 2010, doing so has
not changed the reality that Māori
still comprise a majority of the prison
population. This is a practice that
runs wholesale against indigenous
self-determination, as precolonial
Aotearoa had no equivalent for
incarceration. Civil unrest was
resolved by identifying the source of
the conflict and addressing it, not by
locking it away in a cage. Doing so is
a violation, plain and simple.
It is important to draw from

all of this history and make these
connections, regardless of the
potential discomfort brought on by
its implications; the sense of safety
Pākehā are afforded from violent
criminal elements is bought by
incarcerating so many more people
and destroying so many more families
and lives than a handful of lone killers
ever could. This is an end that does
not justify its means.
And then there’s the
overcrowding problem. Minister
of Corrections Judith Collins can
continue to deny it—she claims that
most facilities in New Zealand are
not in fact exceeding capacity—
because the government has been
implementing a double-bunking
policy that saves space by placing
two prisoners at a time in cells instead
of one. Numerous studies on an
international scale have indicated that
this policy leads directly to violence.
NPIP has found that this includes
sexual violence directed at trans
women, who are by default placed in
male prisons before opportunities to
transfer are introduced, despite the
existing policies that should prevent
this from happening.
Even transfers are impeded by
conveniently misplaced paperwork,
as was the case for Jade Follett last
year when, during her incarceration
in Rimutaka Prison, her request to
transfer to a women’s prison was
delayed. It took a hunger strike from
NPIP Auckland, and threatened action
from the then-nascent Wellington
chapter, for the necessary paperwork
to just as conveniently reappear.
All the while, trans women
prisoners face continued and
increased risk of sexual violence not
only from their bunkmates, but from
prison guards themselves. Despite
repeated allegations coming from a
woman held in Whanganui Prison,
Corrections has refused to even
launch an investigation, writing her
off for a “history of making claims”
rather than taking them seriously to
begin with.
For their racism, transmisogyny,
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and negligence, Corrections has
no place in Pride. When they were
invited to march in the parade at the
2015 Auckland Pride Festival, NPIP
was formed to take both Corrections
and Pride to task by interrupting the
event for its flagrant disrespect of the
most vulnerable in our community—
the queer, the trans, the brown;
all of whom are targeted by the
prison system (and who it should be
remembered are in fact the reason
Pride exists to begin with).
Pointing out this hypocrisy
resulted in violence; festival-goers
booed and jeered while parade
security forces, who are legally not
supposed to touch any attendees,
responded by shoving the only visibly
trans and Māori NPIP member to
the ground, fracturing her arm in the
process.
She was lectured, while security
held her down, by the president of the
Gay Auckland Business Association,
which funds the pride festival, while
said president personally destroyed
another NPIP member’s phone
containing video evidence of what
had just transpired.
A year and a half later no
accountability has been demonstrated
by any of these guilty parties. Queer
culture in Aotearoa is ready to forget
all of this too—while for others, doing
so will be impossible.
NPIP exists to make sure we
do more than simply remember.
With chapters emerging across
Aotearoa and an ever-growing
social media presence, we are more
committed than ever to fighting for
the dismantlement of the prison
system and instituting alternative
justice models that honour tino
rangatiratanga and actually address
societal problems, rather than locking
them out of sight and out of mind.
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Fa’a(
Luka

)

-Cowley ma Laura Toailoa

•
prefer doing ‘masculine’ activities
Oh, and we tend to be less visible (fellow fa’atama: can I
get an “AMENE!!?”).
I, for example, absolutely despised pink, dresses,
Barbies, and make-up when I was younger, and I’m fairly
certain that there was nothing that could’ve convinced me
to like any of them. Gender is a social construct, in much
the same way that race is. While I believe this to be at
least partly true, so often the ‘social construct’ automatic
(yes, I am using automatic as a noun here—what? I
enjoy catachresis!) is thrown out, and any discussion
of biological bases / elements of gender and race (yes,
race—anyone for epigenetics and ancestral memory?
Trauma, microaggressions, and health?), any discussion
of predetermination, tends to go with it. If we start
saying “x is a social construct, therefore it doesn’t exist”
(what even is exist?), or “x is a social construct, therefore
we have choice,” what does that do to the experiences
of transfolk? Of people of colour? We’re… choosing
oppression?
Now I would like, first of all, to take a moment for
Jeanine Tuivaiki.
When the Samoan Observer posted an explicit and
triggering photo of her body, it brought up a plethora
of issues about journalism, suicide, oppressed genders
(and oppressed discussions on gender), religion, our
culture, and how all of these intersect. It’s hard to see,
it’s hard to read, it’s hard to keep talking about, but we
must. It’s painful knowing that another one of us is gone,
and the way in which—and as I type that, I’m tearing
up. Jeanine was found in a church hall. And I think this
says something. I understand that many friends, family
members, many of you reading this, will disagree with
my following claims—you might even be furious—but
this is far too important to stay silent about. I believe the
message is this: the church is to blame for the suffering

Fa’atama. Fa’afatama. These are words that aren’t said very
often. You’ll even get people claiming we don’t exist. But
we do. So now our existence has been established, I ought
to say that so often with minority communities, when we
speak, it’s heard as “on behalf of all.” To be clear: this is
my perspective. Which, due to the nature of experience, is
communal to an extent.
Etymological breakdown: fa’a: in the way of; tama:
boy or male. Wiktionary has us listed as tomboy. We are
often translated into English as trans and / or gay. There
are problems with this, some of which PJ Feu’u’s thesis,
Ia e Ola Malamalama I lou Fa’asinomaga: A comparative
study of the fa’afafine of Samoa and the whakawahine
of Aotearoa/New Zealand (brilliant, brilliant work, highly
recommended) discusses. Queer and trans do not have
Samoa sewn into their bones like fa’afafine and fa’atama
do. And there is the problem of translation: whether
fa’afa has the same meaning as any of the English terms
is very, very much up for debate. Linked is the question of
context. As I’m sure at least some of you who are reading
this know, being Pasifika and gay is very different to being
white and gay, or Latinx and gay, not to mention the ethnic
divisions and diasporic interplays.
To paraphrase the artist Shigeyuki Kihara, we are not
substitutes of women or substitutes of men. Personally,
being fa’afatama is far more a gender identity than one
of orientation, although that does also come into it.
There are quite a few arguments for orientations (not just
‘sexualities’) being themselves gendered categories. So,
from the plethora of sources I have available (read: very
few), a few common traits:
•
quiet
•
gentle
•
androgynous interests
•
attracted (primarily) to straight women with
‘feminine’ gender expression
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If we start saying “x
is a social construct,
therefore it doesn’t exist”
(what even is ‘exist’?), or
“x is a social construct,
therefore we have
choice,” what does that
do to the experiences of
transfolk? Of people of
colour? We’re… choosing
oppression?
of fa’afafine. And, I would add, fa’atama. Now, when I say
that, I’m not saying it’s only the church: people are the
ones who speak, who choose to nurture, punish… and in
much (but not all) of the Samoan community people and
the church are intimately linked, sometimes inseparable. I
don’t believe—although it’s getting harder to do so—that
all forms of organised religion are ultimately immoral,
corrupt, and destructive. I think that they can do a lot of
good. But we cannot gloss over the fact that many of us
hide, lie, self-harm, and even commit suicide because our
families and friends regurgitate ecclesiastical hate that
tells us we are wrong. Wrong like we don’t exist. Wrong
like we can’t exist. Wrong like it’s a sin for us to be who
we are. Dear fa’afafine, fa’atama, and our aiga reading this
right now: NONE of these are true. And we don’t get told
that often enough.
Le Va, the Pasifika mental health programme, has
published research about the suicide rates of Pasifika in
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It would be very, very easy to read this, even agree
with it, and then to simply go back to business as usual. I
urge you, for the sake of all of us, do not do that. Please.
I almost don’t even care what you say, just START talking
about this! Questions, comments, et cetera? LLCVTL@
outlook.com. Fa’afetai.
Finally, this is to my fa’afa-x aiga (including fa’atama
/ fa’afatama, fa’afafine, whakawahine, whakatane,
fakaleiti, ‘akava’ine, mahu, vakasalewalewa, rae rae,
fiafifine, pinapinaaine, and many more): we matter. We are
beautiful. We are loved. We don’t deserve any of the shit
we get. Even if it doesn’t seem like it, sometimes.
To those of us in hiding: I hope you find the strength
and space to live as yourselves. To those of us out: I’m
sure you could swap anecdotes about the various events
that happen to those of us who choose truth whatever the
cost. Ultimately, though, I think it’s worth it.
To those of us who’ve been shamed by others for
their gender expression: those people can fuck off, we
define ourselves. This also works on another level, by the
way: I will have you know that I can be extraordinarily
effeminate—but that doesn’t mean I’m not fa’atama.

Aotearoa: “Rainbow Pasifika—people who identify as
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex or queer/
questioning (LGBTIQ)—are much more susceptible to
suicide behaviours. We need more information to address
unique issues for Rainbow Pasifika.” — “Pacific peoples
experience higher rates of mental illness than the general
population.” — “Access to mental health services is lower
for Pacific peoples when compared with the general
population.”
I don’t even have words.
We think we’re so good, right now. Racism. Sexism.
Transphobia. And we’re making progress, sure. But every
time someone mentions how far things have come, it’s
almost always accompanied with a dismissal of the
work we still have to do. And how urgent it is. Why are
Pasifika suicide rates higher than those of the rest of the
population? Why aren’t we able to discuss being fa’afa-x,
being intersex, all the ‘non-normative’ identities, and one’s
prejudices at dinner? With friends? With family? So what
is to be done? (and yes, that was a reference to Trotsky).
This is something we not only need to be thinking about,
but actually acting upon as well.
For many of us, church and family are where we learn
to hate ourselves. Passive statements like “everyone’s the
same, we’re all human!” is not enough, because while
that might be true in some cases, we need EXPLICIT
reinforcement. Because if you don’t make it continuously
clear to every child very early on that they’re loved no
matter what, that there is nothing wrong with being
fa’afa-x, that masculinity is not about violent dominance,
objectifying women, poor emotional health and not being
perceived as ‘feminine’ / ‘gay’, then society will do the
teaching, and you’ll wind up with an unhappy child. So
speak up, often.
For those who want to ally: listen to us. And challenge
family members who have prejudices. This doesn’t just go
for heteronormativism and white supremacy—ableism,
ageism, classism, all of it. Question your own prejudices!
You might be well-meaning, but many of us who are
fa’afa-x are prejudiced against ourselves because of
imbibing free-floating societal antipathy, which is not even
to mention the attitudes of our families and friends (and
churches). So the chances that you’ve somehow managed
to detour are extremely small.
If you don’t want to ally, that’s your choice. But know
that you have laughed with us, cried with us, you are
related to us. So remember this. You might not agree with
who we are and ‘what we do’—two things, might I add,
that are inextricably connected—but you can at least
afford us the compassion and respect that every person
deserves, regardless of who they are and what they do.
Also, know that, should you choose to have children, you
don’t get to choose whether they’re gay, straight, fa’afa,
polysexual panromantic, and so forth. So be kind, be
loving. Because you never know when your prejudice will
come back to bite you.

Three things I believe:
•
We need to stick together. Not in a way that
separates us completely from everyone else, but
in such a way that we can support each other.
Because, after all, no one knows what it’s like to
be us except us, right?
•
We need to educate the people who genuinely
want to help, who are well-intentioned. However
we all know that good intentions don’t stop
people from making disastrous mistakes. And
we don’t need any more of those, fa’afetai tele
lava (but they will happen, sometimes...). Look,
it feels immensely unfair—and it is. But if we
don’t explain to people how we want to be
treated, what actually constitutes help and not
interference, then no one else will. Or, if they do,
they’re probably doing it wrong, so we should
probably step in and correct them.
•
Anger will destroy us. I beg you to not hate all
the people who have hurt us. And I know how
fucking difficult it is and it’s not fair. But we won’t
be able to save ourselves if we become bitter,
fatalistic and hopeless.
It is not a question of whether we stay caged in Pasefika
heteronormativity and cisnormativity, or assimilate into
white queerness; we have our own va’a.
Before I close, I’m sorry this is so Samoan-centric.
But, to twist a quote from Nelson Mandela, when I say the
following, in my own language, I say it from my heart:
Fa’amalosi
Alofa atu
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Marriage
is not the
end of law
reform
VUW Feminist Law Society

In the lead up to the passing of the
Homosexual Law Reform Act in 1986,
it was common to hear the argument
that decriminalising gay sex would
be the beginning of a slippery slope
that would lead to those people
demanding marriage—the pinnacle of
heterosexuality! In the campaign for
marriage equality, it became evident
that many queer people also viewed
marriage as the ultimate goal for law
reform. In almost three years since
the passing of the marriage equality
legislation, no other queer issue has
managed to garner as much support
from the general public or from queer
people. We can get married now,
what else could we possibly want?
Actually, quite a lot. Our legal
system is not working for—and is
actively discriminating against—some
of the most vulnerable members of
our queer community. Trans people
are routinely discriminated against;
especially trans women, who face the
dangerous intersection of misogyny
and transphobia. The Human Rights
Act 1993, which protects us from
discrimination on the basis of sex,
sexual orientation, and many other
factors, fails to include gender
identity or gender expression. Family
First highlighted this issue earlier
this year, when they wrote to all New
Zealand schools informing them that
they don’t legally have to allow trans
students access to their bathroom
of choice or provide gender neutral
bathrooms.
People who don’t identify with
the gender they were assigned at

birth face particular difficulties in
getting official recognition of their
gender. Although gender markers on
drivers’ licences and passports can
be changed by statutory declaration,
these forms of ID are expensive and
significant paperwork is involved in
changing them. Birth certificates are
the only form of ID that many people
have, and they are often critical for
situations where multiple forms of ID
are required, such as when dealing
with WINZ. Changing the sex marker
on birth certificate requires going
to court, which involves significant
cost and a medical standard of
permanent physical change, often
meaning surgery—which is extremely
inaccessible in New Zealand and
often not desired by trans people.
Trans people who have been
unable to change their birth
certificates are also placed in the
wrong prisons. This is especially
dangerous for trans women
incarcerated in men’s prisons, where
they are highly vulnerable to rape
and other violence from both fellow
prisoners and prison guards (see
statements from activist group No
Pride in Prisons). This is exacerbated
by prison overcrowding and the
Department of Corrections’ (DoC)
policy of “double-bunking”—locking
two or more prisoners in the same cell
overnight—which has been shown to
increase levels of prison violence.
The flowchart DoC uses to
assist its staff in determining the
placement of trans prisoners has been
described by Natasha Frost of RNZ as
“eye-wateringly complex.” No Pride
in Prisons have also documented
alarming cases of applications for
transfer by trans prisoners which have
been “lost” or ignored by prison staff.
Queer people in New Zealand
are also more vulnerable to violent
crime. A number of gay men have
been violently murdered. Prior to
2009, provocation was a partial
defence to a murder charge - that
is, when approached with amorous
intent by a queer individual, it was a
legitimate defence to claim a ‘fear’ of
homosexuals to justify a murderous
reaction. With the abolition of
provocation in 2009, “gay panic” or
“trans panic” are no longer grounds
for a defence. In fact we have a
form of hate crime legislation in
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the Crimes Act’s list of aggravating
features of offending, which includes
attacking someone because of their
sexual orientation or gender identity.
Application of this provision leads to
a harsher sentence. However, despite
the number of queer-bashings that
have occurred—such as the recent
murder of Ihaia Gillman-Harris in
Auckland, this section has never been
applied in any reported case.
New Zealand law also permits
unnecessary and non-consensual
genital surgeries on intersex infants.
Intersex Trust Aotearoa New Zealand
(ITANZ) defines intersex as conditions
“where the sexual anatomy or the
chromosomes are not the standard
male or female.” The Human Rights
Commission has confirmed that
most infants of “indeterminate sex”
in New Zealand are assigned a sex
by “gender normalising” surgery,
where medical interventions are
used to make genitals conform
more closely to binary male/female
norms. This surgery is underregulated. The provisions against
female genital mutilation in the
Crimes Act 1961 criminalise surgery
on female genitalia except where
medically necessary. No similar
provision applies to other kinds of
genitals. Because these surgeries
are being done on babies, informed
consent from the person involved
is impossible. ITANZ argues that
wherever possible such interventions
should be avoided until the child is
old enough to consent for themselves,
and that much of what is deemed
‘medically-necessary’ is not based on
biological functions, but rather on
stereotypes regarding what genitals
should look like and binary notions
of sex. The law provides no guidance
as to this point, and parents who
consent to such procedures for their
babies are often scared and illinformed.
These are just a few of the
many ongoing legal issues facing
queer people in New Zealand today.
Marriage is not the end of the law
reform fight. While it may represent
the end of obvious discrimination
against many of us personally, we
can’t afford to forget the injustices
faced by so many of our queer
siblings.
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Token Cripple
Henrietta Bollinger

Where is the crip-pride?
same room. This is both physically—wheelchair access
to Ivy anyone?—and also in terms of the need to explain
myself. Although in queer spaces I do not have to explain
queerness, that expectation to explain disability does not
get left at the door.
It was only recently I experienced a synergy of both.
Working on a theatre project called Body Sovereignty
in Auckland, I performed a monologue called A Cripple
Talks About Anatomy. It was written to pose some of
the awkward questions I’d been asked as a disabled
woman back at its audience. The performers were mostly
queer and we each brought stories of our own bodies
to sit together in the same work. The access issues I
faced in getting into that space became woven into the
storytelling. While we had set out to create a space in
which it was safe to be queer, we also intended it as a
safe space to be in our bodies however they came. The
representation of predominantly queer artists in that
space spoke to the fact that the stories of their bodies are
marginalised, but my story fit there too as an authentic
body story.
The second problem is that no matter how complex
and political it can be to exist in a queer space, there is
the potential for—oh, she’s cute. Wider society is slowly
beginning to understand at least the LGB (T, I am not
excluding. I just think that we are not as far along with
understanding this in simple terms and don’t wish to speak
for trans people) identities as based on love, attraction,
and desire.
But there isn’t a word like love to boil disability down
to. There is something fearful in having a body like mine
whoever you are. And when we crips get together the
stories we are telling each other are still limited largely
to struggles and battles. I remember going to a group for
disabled young people—we went out for dinner—and
coming home drained, all the talk had been sad. And
me, I’d come out on top: You’re so smart. Because I was
confident and I had the same expectations for myself that
my able-bodied friends had for themselves: study, travel, a
good job, love. And I wondered desperately, where is the
crip-pride? I want a place that my wheels, my girlfriend,
and my spine can all be at once.

Coming out for me was comparatively easy compared
to some of the stories I’ve heard. I would almost say
my family outed me to myself. I had friends who said,
please be gay, I don’t want to be the only queer I know,
and straight and queer friends alike to go to Big Gay Out
with. But I stayed in the closet while I was waiting on
the funding and resource consent to build the ramp that
would let me roll on out in my rainbow wheelchair. My
first coming out to myself was a conversation that went
something like: Really another minority? You just like
making things hard for yourself. Fuck off. I was worried
I was just shrinking my chances that there would be
someone out there who might kiss this crip, because now
they not only had to be open-minded but also queer! It
took me a while, and far too much glitter hair spray and
pride flags, to get over myself.
From this place it has taken me even longer to
wonder if being disabled might actually have helped my
coming out in a tangential way. I was used to some of
the processes you have to prepare yourself for in coming
out. Mostly the questions. Nobody—ranging from school
friends to medical professionals—seemed to know how
I’d have sex anyway regardless of my partner’s gender: So
I guess your partner would do everything? How would you
have sex? What about children? Is your partner a lesbian/
disabled too? These are all questions I’ve had about
both identities, and it was once suggested I might be
choosing queerness because it would somehow be easier
with a disability. There has always been an over-zealous
interest in the way my body works, from people of all
orientations. The wheelchair had outed me time and time
again, without any conscious decision about the times and
places that I want explain the how and why of crippledom.
A particular similarity that I have experienced is the
social grouping of us minorities together. As though all
queer folk or all disabled people will get on purely on that
basis: Hey I have a friend who is also queer/disabled too
you’d get on. A lot of this is well intentioned and in some
cases it even works out. But for me this has two major
problems.
The first is that it is a rare event that I can ever bring
my queerness and my disability comfortably into the
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"Sports"
Joe Morris

Buck Shelford, up-the-guts type—sport is the binding
cultural activity. Subsequently, for better or worse, sport is
a gauge on our society worth reading; i.e. we should know
if there is a correlation between the All Black’s results and
domestic violence; and the extent LGBTQ youth exclude
themselves from sport in fear of discrimination and abuse.
As the national cultural activity, sport should strive
to include marginalised and hidden groups, not increase
domestic violence statistics. Yet as I will state again and
again, sporting communities have often excluded these
groups. Anecdotally, from the heteronormative PE classes
to the discriminatory chants in the country’s grandstands,
as it was at college as they chanted “Homo! Homo! Homo!”
at a St Pat’s college athlete competing in the McEvedy
Shield competition. Imagine being 14 and gay with your
entire peer group demonizing you.
Evidence of the scientific, peer-reviewed, respectable
sample size kind sadly backs up the anecdotes. A recent
study—they are always recent—titled “Out in the
Field” has assessed the state of homophobia in sport.**
Conducted across Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States, it
is the largest of study of its kind. New Zealand did not
fare well: “71% [of NZ participants] believe youth team
sports are not welcoming or safe for LGB [let alone trans+]
people.” Nonetheless, the majority of LGB people in
New Zealand played team sports as youth. Sadly one in
four gay men stopped playing before adulthood in fear
of discrimination, and one in three stopped as a result of
“negative experiences in school PE classes.” The study
concludes the obvious: there needs to be specific training
for PE teachers to care and educate LGBTQ students,
and more importantly their classmates; there needs to be
zero tolerance of homophobia; there needs to be further
reconciliation of the haloed national sports myth with a
willing but neglected LGBTQ community. As a result of
the disproportionate political, economic, and cultural
clout we assign sport within this country, the net gain in
undertaking these steps would extend well beyond the
court, field, and track.

The day after the Marriage (Definition of Marriage)
Amendment Act (2013) was constituted, Labour MP
Louisa Wall—a former national rugby and netball
representative—expressed her joy: “It reminded me of
a World Cup tournament… it's been quite challenging,
but it got more and more intense as we got to the final,
and last night was the final!” Her words are telling of a
simple truth: sport is ingrained across every facet of New
Zealand society—sexuality and gender identity being
no exception. There is a more uncomfortable truth here:
LGBTQ and sporting communities have some way to go
in making sports—as a catch-all phrase—a welcoming
environment for every New Zealander.
The movement has been progressive but in no way
exponential. Super Rugby players can wear rainbow laces
and Steve Tew can say Kiwis are ready for a gay All Black.
It is all positive action. Yet 76% of people still think an
openly gay, bisexual, or lesbian person would not be very
safe as a spectator at a sporting event. Kieran Smyth can
say on national radio: “Are you telling me that you really
are going to have him play for that tight pants, weird
singlet, bloody gay, homo sport?” (in reference to AFL).
Fool ourselves as we may, there is still some way to go to
an even ledger. The importance of continuing to fight for
equality is summed up by Toni Duder of Rainbow Youth:
“Our community has really high rates of negative health
statistics... So opening up the platform of sports, and
saying ‘well we want to be inclusive and creating some
visibility for these young people,’ I think will open some
amazing doors.”
The LGBTQ community should, then, be on an equal
footing. Within some parts of New Zealand’s collective
psyche there persists some strange justifications for
homophobia, not least some strange ideas as to the
definition of ‘political correctness’. brettkeane2204
commented on RNZ’s article “NZ sports wants to combat
‘casual homophobia’”: “Half them may also demand to
use the women's changing rooms too, of course. This is
quite in keeping with their drift, and PC principles.” Brett,
while you’ve accidentally half nailed the use of the gender
neutral pronoun, what the fuck? You can’t sarcastically
say “PC principles” to disregard every liberal movement.
Especially when challenging a goddamn human right!*
In God’s own New Zealand—God here being the male,

*And we wonder why RNZ is disabling their comments
section within the month.
**Presented in full at www.outonthefields.com
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Performing Arts

Review by Callum MacRae

show Hullapolloi by Jo Randerson and Kate McIntosh,
which, in the manner of presentation, bore a striking
resemblance to Tomorrow After All, but with one key
difference: it contained actual social commentary. In both
works costumes were weird, there was a significant lack
of structured or precise movement, and there was a big
focus on the use of disposable props. While Hullapolloi
received praise from critics, Tomorrow After All simply
failed to live up to its full potential.
Bridges and Doors by Jeremy Nelson, the second work
presented, was much more accessible. This performance
actually contained the structured movement you would
expect from a dance show. Nelson, judging from the
performance and his description of the work, seems to be
a very down to earth guy, especially for the contemporary
dance scene.
Nelson’s work explored ideas of architecture, and
the distinction between building and dwelling; house
and home. It included some interesting movements
to represent floor plans, walls, and structural support
requiring nuanced partner work. It was not a flashy
performance, and it wasn’t aiming to express anything
experimental, crazy, or even deep. The dancers wore what
was probably their own clothes. There was a clever and
subtle use of costume when all the dancers removed any
jackets, sweaters, or coats they were wearing as though
entering a dwelling. Nelson proved in that moment that
you don’t need garish long wigs to convey an idea through
costume.
A similar moment was achieved when a dancer placed
a table on the stage, marking the transition from a soulless
space to a home; however it was slightly disappointing
because the table was not used at all after that point. It
was refreshing to have something so tame after the mess
that was Tomorrow After All. Perhaps putting Nelson’s
unextravagant performance alongside Rutter’s messterpiece was to its detriment, because it didn’t leave much
of a lasting impact on me in the end.
Overall Transfer was not the best show Footnote has
ever performed, but like all Footnote shows it encouraged
conversation and analysis—albeit about how much better
previous shows have been.

Transfer was a pair of contemporary dance works,
choreographed by expat kiwis Jeremy Nelson (New York)
and Joshua Rutter (Berlin), and performed by Footnote
Dance Company. Footnote recently celebrated its thirtieth
anniversary, making it New Zealand’s oldest contemporary
dance company. The company has a fairly consistent
record of producing excellent shows, so I went into this
with high expectations. However these expectations were
not met.
The format of this performance was fairly standard
for Footnote, as many shows in the past have been
collections of works showcasing a variety of New Zealand
choreographers. The venue however was not, with the
show presented at the Massey University Tea Gardens.
This place proved so hard to find that the company’s
admin team had to put signposts around the campus
telling the audience how to get there. At least three
people entered late because they got lost.
The first work presented, Tomorrow After All by
Joshua Rutter, was… odd. My girlfriend had a look
of intense discomfort throughout the performance.
Footnote’s five performers ‘danced’ while wearing
long multicoloured wigs that hid their faces, whilst
manipulating large inflated tubes made from black trash
bags. I tentatively use the word dance as the work did not
include anything recognisable as a series of steps. The
performance was intended to explore ideas of internet
culture, or, to quote the choreographer’s own writing,
“virtual environments populated by obscure character
design and artificial materialities… fragments scavenged
from the internet are assembled into an embryonic culture
that starts to generate its own sense of time and place.”
Each dancer was dressed to represent some form internet
subculture, or at least that’s the straw I grasped at. The
piece had strong hints at subtext, but no way to actually
ascertain what that subtext may be. Basically it was like a
bunch of tumblr aesthetic blogs, both in appearance and
in the shallow nature of the content, while attempting to
present itself as deep.
Footnote has in the past taken on choreographers
with kooky ideas for shows, but usually the execution
is far better. The most notable example being their 2011
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Freetown Sound
Blood Orange
5/5
Review by Paris Hilton
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Ain’t speaks to delineating boundaries of black identity:
Black is and black ain't / Black is blue, black is red / Black
is tan (Black will get ya) / Black is light (And black will
leave you alone).
As an artist and producer Hynes collaborates almost
exclusively with women, noting that there’s “a particular
power that women can put across that men just can’t.”
Demonstrated in the album, as the strongest songs are
collaborations with women. Opening track “By Ourselves”
features slam poet Ashlee Haze fiercely championing
the importance of seeing Missy Elliott perform and the
importance of representation. Nelly Furtado duets on
the stunning ballad “Hadron Collider” which recalls 2006
banger “Say It Right”, and Debbie Harry brings fire to the
new wave funk of “E.V.P”.
On the standout, “Best To You”, Honduran-American
singer Empress Of, who released her outstanding selfproduced debut album Me last year, takes the lead. Her
voice soars over cello, marimba, and tropical dance
percussion. Posing as an unrequited love song, the lyrics
speak to subsuming self-identity to please another and
the pain of hiding otherness. I feel my bones crack in your
arms / And I can’t be the girl you want but I can be the
thing you throw away—she repeats the last two words
as the song reaches its euphoric climax. It’s a thrilling
moment, finding a sense of strength and pride through the
pain of being marginalised and minimised.
While drawing inspiration from the past, this is an
album that is also firmly rooted in the present. Identity,
belonging, liberation—as an exploration of these themes
Freetown Sound is coloured by the socio-political context
of our times. The movement Black Lives Matter and
the larger issue of what it means to be black or other in
a world that violently attacks otherness is woven into
the fabric of the album—a dissertation on identity. It’s
generous, engaging music that champions individuality
and self expression even when it’s dangerous to do so.
Get it.

What a fucking crazy and painful year 2016 has been so
far. In the wake of the mass shootings in Orlando, footage
of police violence, and post-Brexit racist attacks, producer
and multi instrumentalist Dev Hynes released his third
album as Blood Orange, announcing it with a handwritten
note on Instagram: “My album is for those who are told
they are not black enough, too black, too queer, not queer
the right way, the unappreciated, it’s a clapback.”
The first single from the album, “Augustine”, serves as
the prism through which the album’s historical, personal,
and political themes are refracted. The opening lines—My
father was a young man, my mother off the boat / My
eyes were fresh at 21, bruised but still afloat—trace his
mother’s journey from Guyana and his father’s journey
from Freetown, Sierra Leone and draw them in parallel
with his migration from London to New York. In the chorus
he filters the Confessions of St. Augustine of Hippo
through a queer lens—Skin on his skin / A warmth that I
can feel with him—as a way of reconciling the faith that
Augustine spread to Africa down through his parents’ with
his queerness.
The accompanying music video with its heavy grain
and muted colours calls to mind the New York of the late
80s and early 90s. It features Hynes making music in his
apartment, surrounded by writings on queer black studies,
on Trayvon Martin, on St. Augustine. He wears a yellow
cap adorned with the Guyanese flag and dances in front
of a painting of the Sierra Leone flag. Surrounded by a
bevy of diverse artists he dances freely in parks and on
rooftops. It feels like an invocation of the spirit of the era
of Marlon Riggs, Octavia St. Laurent, and Essex Hemphill.
This nostalgic bohemian spirit carries through the
sound of the album. Vocally, Hynes channels Prince and
Michael Jackson without coming across as imitative.
Tracks are frequently intercut with audio snippets
expressing varied experiences of queerness and blackness
and textured with street recordings from New York. A
quote from Marlon Riggs’ documentary Black Is… Black
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The Queer Bechdel Test
Review by Jayden Nowitz

The film Carol, a portrayal of two women in a relationship
in the 1950s, starred Cate Blanchett as the lead and was
nominated for Best Motion Picture Drama at the 2016
Golden Globes. Yet it had no LGBTIQA+ (queer) actors.
Queer representation in film is an issue that spans more
than just casting, it includes how queer characters and
issues are portrayed to a non-queer audience. In film we
are beginning to see queer main characters, rather than
tokenistic representations.
Blue is the Warmest Colour won the Palme d’Or at the
2013 Cannes Film Festival, but prestigious film awards do
not reward accuracy in showcasing queer topics. Despite
being a lesbian film, Blue is the Warmest Colour had no
openly gay actors in its two lead roles and had a male
director, Abdellelatif Kechiche. Despite winning the Palme
d’Or it was heavily criticised for its negative and fake
portrayal of lesbian relationships. Julie Maroh, the creator
of the graphic novel from which it is based, called the film
pornographic and critiqued its artificial representation.
The film has extensive close-ups of sexualised parts of
the female anatomy and lengthy sex scenes, with one
lasting over six minutes! Parts of the film seem more like
pornography than a lesbian film. One of the lead actresses
Léa Seydoux described the extensive time Kechiche spent
on shooting sex scenes and said she felt as if she was a
“prostitute.” Regardless of who was cast in it, Kechiche’s
film exemplifies the cisgender-male obsession with lesbian
sex and unfortunately, to the non-queer audience, could
be passed off as an accurate portrayal of same-sex female
relationships.
Other widely released films have managed to provide
realistic depictions of same-sex relationships. Freeheld,
rather than focussing upon desire, depicts a couple that is
forced to fight for legal equality. One of the protagonists
(a police detective) is diagnosed with cancer, and finds
that her same-sex spouse cannot receive her pension in
the same way that a heterosexual married spouse would.
We see a more honest depiction in this film, of a lesbian
couple who want similar things to a straight couple. It
also grapples with keeping the relationship a secret in
order to avoid the negative judgement of colleagues.
Confronting homophobia is more central to Freeheld than
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Blue is the Warmest Colour—the latter has only one scene
engaging with homophobia, when Adèle (main character)
is the target of slurs from her friends when they see a
“Tomboy” waiting outside school for her. Freeheld also
has romantic scenes, but they are not sexualised to the
extent of Kechiche’s film and they are free of close-ups
on sexualised parts of the female anatomy. Furthermore
Freeheld features an openly lesbian actor, Ellen Page,
as a lead character, Stacie. Same-sex relationships in
films do not need to be needlessly over-sexualised to be
considered for awards.
The Danish Girl presents issues of gender dysphoria
and transition to a non-queer audience. As the film
progresses the lead character Lili can only bear to live as
a female and not as Einar, who she was born as. The film
communicates the euphoria of being Lili and the dysphoria
associated with being Einar. Reasonably early in the film a
scene shows her dressed like a male, as she was assigned
at birth, running off to the arts academy to dress herself
as Lili. Criticism was placed on the film for its casting of
a cisgender male actor, Eddie Redmayne, as Lili in the
film because it shows being transgender as dressing in
drag. While this presents a valid concern for films it does
present how unbearable it was for Lili being trapped in
the wrong body of Einar. Directors seem reluctant to cast
transgender actors into major roles in movies. In stark
contrast to this is Tangerine, a low-budget film presented
at Sundance, which probably received more attention for
being shot on iPhones than for casting two transwomen
of colour in its leading roles. The supporting actor Mya
Taylor is the first transwomen actor to receive a Gotham
film award and she also worked as a sex worker after
being unable to find other work. Despite its budget,
Tangerine has a sense of a genuine story. It does not
necessarily reflect negatively on a film if transgender
actors are not cast as transgender characters, however
more must be done to showcase transgender talent, like
Laverne Cox in Orange is the New Black.
Tangerine illustrates issues of transgender sex workers
by following two trans women on Christmas Eve, one
of whom has just been released from prison that day.
Instead of dysphoria, Tangerine places an emphasis upon
transphobia in wider society. There are many transphobic
comments made by minor characters about being born
males and labelling relationships between men and
transwomen as homosexual, and a car pulls over and yells
transphobic abuse at Sin-dee, one of the main characters,
and urine is thrown at her.
Showcasing LGBTQIA+ talent in major roles in films
should not be our sole litmus test for queer representation.
Ultimately it matters less to inform a non-queer audience
about queer culture and lives if directors and writers
are going to be providing inaccurate representations
anyway. While these films are not without their problems,
hopefully we will continue to see progress towards
accurate and positive representations in future.

Game for inclusivity

Games

Review by Anon
whether to save the other female lead or their home town,
with the former choice being directly responsible for the
town’s destruction.
Games not made by major companies are often
more inclusive, possibly due to the lack of need to please
conservative shareholders and marketing departments.
The highly abstract Dys4ia is a good example. Coded
entirely by Anna Anthropy the game is designed to
emulate the high levels of frustration often felt by those
seeking to medically transition—in an attempt to create
empathy with that section of the queer community. Read
Only Memories is another good one as, not only does it
include characters from a range of different sexualities and
genders, it also allows the player to specify what pronouns
should be used, even allowing for entirely custom sets.
Highway Shadows focuses on the relationships (romantic
or otherwise) between its protagonist and her social circle,
as does Brilliant Shadows—the former even skips the tired
coming out subplot.
These advances in the quality and quantity of queer
representation should not be settled for. Rather than
simply accepting the presence of queer characters, no
matter how shallow, we need games that fully integrate
queer people into their world and plotlines, that treat
us as a market worth catering to in our own right. Yes,
things are vastly better than they were thirty years ago,
but the existence of organised reactionary groups such as
Gamergate means that we cannot just sit back and relax.
Doing nothing will condemn us to the status quo; if things
don’t go backwards. History shows that if we wish to be
tolerated, let alone liberated, we must fight for it.

Though initially stereotypical and unsympathetic,
there have been queer characters in video games for
at least thirty years—the first exemplar (from a thenmajor publisher) being Ultima VI: The False Prophet in
1990. However the first game to make being queer an
integral part of the protagonist, rather than a choice in
a single scene with little impact on the rest of the plot,
would not come for a further six years. This was Sierra’s
Phantasmagoria: A Puzzle of Flesh, whose protagonist was
explicitly bisexual. Yet the first game with large numbers
of queer characters to penetrate outside the so-called
‘gamer community’ was EA’s 2001 title The Sims, which
was explicitly advertised on the basis of allowing all
characters to be bisexual.
This did not mean there were large numbers of games
with queer characters released in any given year: it was
not until 2004 that five major games with queer characters
were released in the same year, and even then at least one
(Rockstar North’s Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas) used a
highly stereotypical portrayal, designed to insult the main
antagonist faction at that. More recent games, however,
tend to be more genuinely inclusive of queer characters,
even though they can otherwise be problematic. The Mass
Effect series is a case in point; the ability for the player
character to act like what amounts to a racial supremacist
is hardly made up for by the inclusion of at least one
bisexual non-player character, with later entries having
characters exclusively attracted to their own gender.
Dontnod Entertainment’s 2015 title Life is Strange is
problematic in a different way; even though both female
leads are explicitly bisexual (and can enter relationships),
the game’s climax forces the protagonist to choose
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Fighting for reality in
television narratives
Review by Viveka Nylund
Although queer representation on television has improved
over the past twenty years, this has been very much a
case of uneven development, replicating rather than
challenging the existing power dynamics within both the
queer community and wider society. Critically lauded
though it may be, Transparent’s casting of a cis man as
a trans woman continues to imply that trans identity is
just a costume to be donned or removed as the situation
requires—exactly the same trope used by transphobes
in the US to attempt to bar trans people from using
public bathrooms without a modicum of consideration
for their dignity or safety. It also deprives yet another
trans actress of a role that should have been tailor-made
for their demographic. Meanwhile the few shows with a
good representation of trans people have relatively small
broadcast audiences, being largely restricted to those able
to afford a Netflix subscription.
The situation is much better for cis queers who are
far more likely to be able to play characters of their own
marginalised identity, and also to be given major roles.
Shows with major roles for cis queer characters are also
more likely to be broadcast on free-to-air channels, and to
receive primetime slots on those channels. These shows
are more likely to be marketed directly at the cis section
of the queer community, and this has been the case for
some time—the UK version of Queer as Folk’s premiered
in 1999, while The L Word was first aired in 2004. However
this often turns out to be disingenuous; for example
Netflix’s teen drama The 100, which heavily courted a
queer audience, had one of the two queer women on the
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show shot dead in its third season. The shooting followed
the queer women’s sex scene in an almost exemplary use
of the infamous ‘Bury Your Queers’ trope; where queer
characters are far less likely to receive happy endings and
far more likely to end up dead or dying. This trope is far
too common and even supposedly feminist shows employ
it; Buffy the Vampire Slayer went so far as to kill the only
gay man on the show.
Of course this does not mean there are no good shows
aimed (wholly or in part) at queer audiences, one of which
is Netflix’s Orange is the New Black. While the show has
problematic elements, it is still worth celebrating the
fact that it was one of the first shows to not only have a
sympathetic portrayal of a trans woman character, but
also to hire an actual trans woman (Laverne Cox) for the
role, and not a cis man. Also in this category is Sense8,
another Netflix show, which has a trans woman (Jamie
Clayton) in a leading role, and is in large part written and
directed by two (the Wachowski sisters). Other recent or
current shows with good representation for queer people
include AMC’s Fear the Walking Dead, CBS’s Person of
Interest, and MTV’s Faking It.
Mere representation is not enough, however. The
fact that a show has queer people in key roles does not
necessarily mean it will do anything to advance queer
liberation, as seen by shows involving the obnoxious
Caitlyn Jenner, or notorious transphobe Ru Paul. What we
need are shows that go beyond the tired old stereotypes
and stories (how many new variations of the coming out
story do we need?), that treat queer characters, actors,
and off-screen staff like humans first, last, and always. Yes,
things have improved over the last two decades and will
doubtlessly continue to do so, but that does not mean we
can sit on our laurels and trust that “it’ll get better.” History
shows that the only way to win liberation, or even mere
tolerance, for queer people (or any marginalised group) is
by fighting for it. Stonewall was a riot, after all.

Dare Truth or Promise (1997)

Author: Paula Boock
Publisher: Longacre Press, Dunedin
4/5

Books

Review by Poppy McIver

book has so many classic and familiar elements, up to
and including the quintessential staple of young queer
relationships—the ‘sleepover’. This book is so familiar,
because I lived much of what it describes: high school
crushes, cute teachers, confused attractions, sneaking
around, ‘sleepovers’ with my ‘friend’. This story is not shy
about what it is and who it's for.
This book was probably one of my first exposures
to queer female relationships in youth literature—or
any literature for that matter. In the late 1990s to early
2000s positive models of queer relationships were few
and far between, and were definitely not aimed towards
young people. While the narrative is simple and sweet, it
provides a platform for a faction of society that is so often
ignored or neglected. When queer storylines do exist they
often focus on male relationships, and women’s sexuality
(especially young women’s) is frequently minimised
or suppressed. While Willa and Louie have trials and
struggles in their relationship—again, classic tropes of
homophobic parents, misguided friends, and problematic
exes—their troubles aren’t unrealistic, and reflect many
hurdles that young queer women often experience in their
early relationships. The book also engages with consent
and sex in a mature but understandable way, given it’s
target audience. It is refreshing to see a book that doesn’t
shy away from admitting that teenages have sex (and
enjoy it!), and shows sex and consent in a normal, positive,
healthy light.
Although Dare Truth or Promise is aimed at young
adults, and is almost 20 years old, it’s still a wickedly cool
story that a lot of queer people (especially queer women)
will be able to relate to and see themselves reflected in.
When you’re a part of a minority, that’s an experience that
makes a book hard to ever forget.

My family lives in Christchurch. More than five years after
the devastating 2011 earthquakes, our house has finally
been given the green light to be demolished. This trip
home is likely one of the last times I’ll stay in the house
I’ve called home for almost 20 years. This means there is
a lot of stuff to sort through to empty the house for the
demo team. Part of this trip was sitting with my mother
to go through our study, picking out the treasures that
we couldn’t part with—the things that would stay with us
to the new house and beyond. Photos, memories, books,
trinkets, childhood artwork—this room is like a time
capsule of mine and my families lives. During this search, I
found a book I had forgotten about. Almost.
Dare Truth or Promise is a book that will probably be
familiar to many young New Zealand queer women. It
was written in 1997 by Paula Boock, published in Dunedin,
was shortlisted in the USA for a 2000 Lambda Literary
Award for LGBT-themed fiction, and won the 1998 NZ Post
Children’s Book of the Year Award. The book explores the
growing relationship between two young girls, Louie and
Willa, and provides an exemplary example of many queer
tropes and classic characters, lines, and experiences.
Willa is a free spirit with an accepting family, but has a
dark past. Louie is a studious drama nerd, who never really
liked kissing boys but definitely crushed on her drama
teacher. They meet at an after-school job at a burger
joint where Willa threatens the manhood (literally) of a
creepy manager, impressing and intriguing the straightlaced Louie. From there, they share furtive glances, stolen
kisses, nighttime explorations, and plenty of lingering
hand holding.
The book definitely shows it’s age—no Snapchat
streaks or Facebook stalking for Willa and Louie. Instead
they hide in the library at school, talk on the (home)
phone, and sneak into each others rooms at night. This
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Queer Theatre: A Review
Review by Pip
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(unfortunately) we spend a large part of our lives doing
just that—‘pretending’. To like the boy all the other girls
like, or the same kind of porn that your dude-bro mates
like, or even pretending to adhere to gender in binary at
all. So putting on the costume, character, and cadence of
someone outside of oneself could be familiar territory for
us, drawing us to the fickle flame that is the stage. Hell,
dealing with a character’s emotions and bullshit might
even be a reprieve from the mental chaos, magnified by
a conscious or not yet conscious ‘outsider’ status (not
everyone knows there’s a closet, and not everyone wants
to step out once they’ve figured out they are in there), that
is our very human—queer—condition. Maybe theatre’s
appropriately dense population of queer-does is really
just a bunch of people straight up playing into one big
camp-gay stereotype! But I doubt it. Way too much effort
to sustain.
Theatre could well be an indoctrination tank for
the ‘agenda’, a breeding ground for the ever increasing
hybridity of spectrum life, a hallowed haven for those who
do not fit the sexual, romantic, gendered, and relational
hegemonies found almost everywhere else or a homely
hodgepodge of the lot. We queers might be the chicken,
we might be the egg. It makes my heart heavy to count my
experiences of being officially involved in ‘queer’ theatre
against the countless of not. I do not have the answers.
I do know that those who argue that being ‘queer’ (or
whichever letter or language in our delicious bowl of
alphabet soup you identify) is a ‘choice’, have to have more
screws loose than Lear. We all know the statistics. This
would be a choice made against our most base instinct of
self-preservation and none of us are that dumb. But I also
know that it felt wonderfully nice to be explicitly in queer
company whilst sharing our stories, and that it would not
have been possible had I not left that dark forest to the
likes of Mr Tumnus and struck it out on my own. If any
of you reading this are still in there… come out. It gets
better, we gotchu. And maybe one day we can be in a play
together? Where the stories are our own and we don’t
need the prefix.

What even is queer theatre? I was in a play once that on
the outset claimed that title, Queer Theatre. We lived
and breathed in every vignette and story line the stories
of ‘our’ people. Pronouns were varied and often paired
same-same, as opposed to different, if they paired at all.
We even had a token straight person. Apart from a big
chunk of my lecturers seeing me in my underwear, it was
fantastic! The play itself? Average. Outwardly and openly
collaborating with queer folk on queer stories, on the
other hand, was phenomenal. The weird thing is that it’s
not like I hadn’t been in the company of a predominantly
rainbow cast and crew for a show before. So what was
the difference? Theatre has a reputation for being queer
friendly—right?
We spend most of our time as thespians (heh, sounds
like lesbians) in the company of other queer or questioning
folk, volunteering our time, energy, a chunk of our sanity,
and sometimes money for mostly small time plays that we
have to coerce our friends and family into seeing. I could
do an in depth analysis of the hegemonic heteronormative
culture that arguably influences the socioeconomic status
and success stories of the communities typically drawn
to community theatre… but that would be a d-buzz and
a whole other article! So what came first? The chicken or
the egg? Did queers make theatre or did theatre make the
queers?
Perhaps there is something about having to actively
get inside someone else’s skin; to put thought, energy, and
time into living someone else’s reality and seeing the world
through their eyes that forces us theatre folk to reflect on
how we see the world in contrast to the characters we
play that brings us ‘out’. Maybe our consciousnesses are
so susceptible to suggestion that constant reprogramming
like having to play across gender lines and other social
constructs makes it easier to deviate from the most
common social and sexual scripts. Our craft carrying us
further from the heteronormative. So maybe the chicken
makes the egg?
On the other side of the fence, maybe we sexual
orienteers are drawn to the theatre of pretending because

Puzzles
Made by Puck

Letters

Target goals
Good: 17 words
Great: 20 words
Impressive:
22 words

Hi there, I'm from Ukraine.
I want to write the letter with gratitude who participated
in providing this radio station, from myself and my
colleagues. Working as the most part of day at the
computer, I listen to your radio station. Your radio station
helps me ordinary office manager, configured to work,
and little to distract from the task of his boss. If you have
promotional materials with a logo of your radio station
(pens, sticker, a t-shirt...) , send me, if it does not entail
significant costs for your radio. It would be remarkable.
We do appreciate you
Stanislav Barabash

Well that hurts
Dear Salient,
I've tried reading your magazine, but due to my eyeballs
feeling like they're going to explode I had to stop. I have
discovered a new use for the magazine though, lining for
my rat's cage. Would love to see the magazine include a
carrot in future.
Frey McCahon-Jones

Notices
Careers in Focus – Maths and Statistics
Thurs 21 July 6-8pm
AM 102 & 104
Join the School of Maths and Statistics and Careers and
Employment for an evening of finding out where studying
Maths and Statistics can lead you.

Victoria Abroad – Attend an Exchange Information
Session!

·
Hear from Victoria graduates and employers
·
Find out how you can prepare for work
·
Meet employers who employ Maths and Stats
graduates
·
A great change to network!

Why not study overseas as part of your degree?!
Study in English, Earn Vic credit, Get Studylink & grants,
explore the world!
Weekly Information Sessions: Resuming on Wednesday
27th at 12:50pm, Level 2, Easterfield Building.

Don't miss out! Find out more and sign up: http://bit.
ly/29sd9xv
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Join the movement.
Help us make Wellington a student friendly city.
Sign up at studentfriendlywellington.nz

Does Wellington value students?
The Council elections are coming up in September.
Your vote counts. This is our chance to elect
candidates that support student policies.

Get on board with better fares

Sort out your rental WOF

Public transport is more expensive in Wellington
than any other major city in New Zealand.

students sick for years.

Students can pay thousands of $ on education

The government recently introduced insulation
requirements, but without heating and ventilation
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